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Abstract 
The first project was an attempt to test experimentally the conditions under which the 
impulse approximation (IA) is valid for the dynamic structure factor of a real crystal, 
where anharmonic effects are significant, and determine the high energy motions in 
solids. Neutron scattering measurements for a polycrystalline lithium sample were 
made for wavevector transfers in the range 14 A to 49 A at the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory. The wavevector scaling properties of the position of the maximum and 
width of the scattered neutron distribution suggest that the IA is a good approximation 
for Q >25 A 'at a sample temperature of lOOK. However, the width was found to be 
14% larger than that calculated using the harmonic model density of phonon states 
determined by experiment. Numerical calculations for the incoherent dynamic 
structure factor predicted widths that were in good agreement with those calculated 
assumming the IA to be valid. It is concluded that either the model density of phonon 
states is incorrect or a systematic experimental error is present due to the 
approximation made for the instrumental resolution function. 
Several theoretical predictions for the power law divergence of the wavevector, 
magnetic field and energy dependence of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility for 
an isotropic ferromagnet below the Curie temperature remain untested. Inelastic 
neutron scattering measurements were performed at the Institute Laue Langevin for a 
single crystal of EuO, which is an almost ideal isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet, in 
order to test the theoretical predictions. The wavevector dependence of the 
longitudinal susceptibility was found to be well described by the mean field results and 
the divergent term concluded to be absent or negligibly small. The energy 
dependence was found to be quasielastic, and was represented empirically by a 
Lorentzian. The statistical accuracy of the data precluded a detailed test of the 
longitudinal susceptibility field dependence. 
Lead magniobate is a system with competing interactions and may exhibit a spin glass 
phase in the absence of an applied electric field. The objective of this project was to 
distinguish between a true spin glass phase, random frozen in electric dipoles, and a 
random field like phase that iscornprisedof many small ferroelectric domains by the 
technique of x-ray diffraction. Measurements of the x-ray distribution scattered by the 
crystal into the (001) crystallographic plane showed intense streaks of diffuse 
scattering that extended from the Bragg reflections along the [1101 crystallographic 
directions to the Brillouin zone centre. The wavevector and intensity dependence of 
the scattered x-ray distribution at a temperature of 20K is in qualitative agreement with 
the calculated structure factor for 90 domain walls in a tetragonal perovskite structure. 
The scattered x-ray distribution was measured in the temperature range 20K to 620K. 
It was concluded from this that lead magniobate consists of many small ferroelectric 
domains that persist above the permittivity maximum at room temperature. Streaks of 
diffuse scattering along the [211] crystallographic direction and weak Bragg 
reflections at the Brillouin zone centre were measured in the (0 It) plane. The origin 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Introductory review 
This thesis presents three independent projects each having a particular empha-
sis on the interpretation of the results from scattering experiments. Each project 
has been assigned a separate chapter with a specific introduction explaining the 
particular motivation for the work and a subsequent presentation of the exper-
imental detail and results. To eliminate unnecessary repetition, Sections (1.2) 
and (1.3) of this chapter serve to review the background common to the work 
presented in chapters 2, 3 and 4 and to define the notation and terminology used 
throughout this thesis. The following is a brief outline of the work contained in 
those chapters. 
Many neutron scattering experiments have been performed to determine the con-
densate fraction of superfluid He  following the suggestion that, at sufficiently 
high wavevectors transfers where the Impulse Approximation (IA) is valid, the 
atomic momentum distribution maybe determined directly from the scattered 
neutron distribution. However the failure to isolate the bose condensate as a 
separate peak in the He  momentum distribution has resulted in much discus- 
sion in the literature about the validity of the IA for quantum liquids and solids. 
Many of the pathological features found in the models applicable to these sys-
tems are not present in those for solids bound by harmonic forces and it is 
anticipated that the IA may be valid for experimentally accessible wavevector 
transfers. In chapter 2 we present neutron scattering measurements for a poly-
crystalline lithium sample in order to test the validity of the IA at momentum 
transfers accessible to experiment. With the assistance of Dr A. D. Taylor data 
were collected using the high resolution spectrometer HET at the ISIS spalla-
tion source for wavevector transfers in the range 14.*A< Q < 4't - . Numerical 
calculations for the dynamic structure factor assuming a harmonic model for 
lithium are compared to the experimental results and the validity of the impulse 
approximation is discussed. 
Various theoretical techniques have been used to calculate the static critical 
properties of the isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet. These concur that the lon-
gitudinal magnetic susceptibility has a power law divergence as a function of 
wavevector or applied magnetic field below the critical point. However con-
flicting results have been obtained for the energy dependence of the dynamic 
longitudinal susceptibility. Using a crystal of europium oxide ,which is almost 
an ideal realisation of the isotropic Heisenberg model, we have attempted to 
observe these divergences 1 and determine the inelastic form of the dynamic sus-
ceptibility below the critical point using the technique of neutron scattering with 
polarisation analysis. For these purposes the high resolution spectrometer 1N12 
at the high Flux reactor in Grenoble was ideal. This work is reported in chapter 
3 and was performed in collaboration with Dr's P. W. Mitchell, H. Mook, R. 
Pynn and Professor R. A. Cowley. 
The high temperature paraelectric phase of lead magniobate, P63 M9Nb 3 O9 , has 
a cubic perovskite structure , formula AB0 3 , with quenched disorder between 
the Mg and Nb on the crystallographic B site. The different atomic radii of 
magnesium and niobium ions and the microscopic inhomogeniety of their dis- 
2 
tribution gives rise to random electric dipole fields 1 and regions with competing 
tendencies to order ferro or antiferroelectrically. Such a system may possess 
either a ferroelectric or a 'glass' like phase. In the absence of agreed theoretical 
criteria for the existence of a glass phase and the experimental difficulty in differ-
entiating between the possibilities mentioned, the nature of the low temperature 
phase is still uncertain. Diffuse and high resolution diffraction x-ray measure-
ments have been made using the triple crystal x-ray spectrometer in Edinburgh 
to investigate the microstructure of this compound as a function of temperature 
and electric field. The theory for the scattering of x-rays by static 900 domain 
walls in the tetragonal phase of the perovskite structure has been developed and 
is compared to the data. The results are incompletely understood at present. 
1.2 Critical phenomena 
Many excellent monographs and articles are available about the extensive sub-
ject of critical phenomena(Stanley (1971), Ma (1976), Pfeuty and 
Toulouse (1977)). We shall therefore only introduce the necessary terminology 
to discuss critical phenomena and some of the general ideas and results that are 
of interest to test experimentally. 
A phase undergoes a transition when it becomes unstable under a given set of 
thermodynamic conditions (Adkins 1975). This leads to the following thermo-
dynamic classification of a transition by Ehrenfest (1933): a transition is said 
to be of the same order as the derivative of the Gibbs free energy which shows 
a discontinuous change at the transition. However this classification is unsatis-
factory in several respects and Landau (1937) has introduced the concept of an 
order parameter which is zero in the disordered phase and finite in the ordered 
phase to distinguish between the two phases. This implicitly recognises two of 
the most important characteristics of phase transitions; the lowering of the sym- 
3 
metry of some property, electron or spin density. . .etc, at the critical point and 
the subsquent development of long range order. Transitions are classified as first 
or second order depending on whether the order parameter changes continuously 
or discontinuously at the transition point. It is usual to choose a macroscopic 
observable such as the magnetisation density as the order parameter. 
In recent years the second order transition has attracted most attention because 
in the critical region it was found that the behaviour for all second order transi-
tions was qualitatively similar. Subsequently it has been the goal of theorists to 
develop an understanding of the basic simplicity and apparent close similarity 
of critical behaviour in widely different contexts, such as that found at ferromag-
netic and liquid critical points. The systems considered in this thesis belong to 
this class of transition, and all further discussion will be restricted to this group 
1.2.1 Landau theory 
The simplest view of phenomena near a critical point, attributable in its general 
form to Landau (1958), is of universal character and attributes certain common 
characteristics to all phase transitions. Because of the insight gained into critical 
phenomena and the construction of a Landau theory as a necessary first step 
in the application of more sophisticated techniques we shall discuss it in some 
detail. 
Landau assumes that the free energy may be expressed as a power series in the 
order parameter, denoted M, with temperature dependent coefficients a(T),b(T) 
and c(T). The number of terms in the expansion, equation (1.1), is restricted by 
stability requirements to: 
F = / drF0 - hM(r) + a(T)M2 (r) + b(T)M)+c(T)[VM(r).VM(r)] (1.1) 
where h is the field conjugate to the order parameter and F0 is a constant. The 
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Table 1.1 relates the citical exponents to the ohysical quantities defined in 
the text The parameters r ) rand B are amplitude factors and Tithe critical temperature. 
last term represents the energy cost of an order parameter which is spatially 
dependent. The most probable value of M(r) is given by the Ginzburg-Landau 
condition 
[2a(T) + b(T)M2(r) - 2c(T)V 2]M(r) = h(r) 	 (1.2) 
It is then assumed that a(T)=d(T-T), where T is the critical temperature and d a co-efficient, 
and that M(r) may be replaced by an average spatial value. The results for the critical 
exponents of the order parameter and isothermal susceptibility, X are then obtained, and are 
presented in Table (1.1). 
The isothermal susceptibility is defined as the response function 
conjugate to the field , x = liMh,o 4 . When considering dynamic phenomena 
the dynamic susceptibilty is the analogous response to an alternating field with 
a frequency w and wavevector q. Other thermodynamic functions which diverge 
at the critical point include the specific heat which has a critical exponent ct. 
The concept that exponents and amplitude ratios are identical for all systems 
with a qualitatively similar free energy expansion is known as universality. In 
general the free energy expansion of equation(1.1) contains combinations of the 
order parameter components which are invariant under the point symmetry 
group of the crystal (Toledano (1988)) and results in a number of universal-
ity classes. 
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The Static correlation function . G(R-R). describes the degree of correlation between 
the order parameter Mat site I and j. The function depends only on R.- P because of 
crystal translational symmetry and is given by: 
G°'(R1•—R,) = <MdM, 13'> - 	 ( 1.3) 
- R-R1 I 
- kBT6__' 
	 (14 
- 8ircR1 —R, 
where 	are referred to a set of orthogonal axes , c is a constant and the 
temperature dependence of is given inTable (1.1). The behaviour of indicates 
that the fluctuations become of a very great spatial extent close to the critical 
point. The significance of G(R - R) will become apparent in Section (1.3). 
Landau theory predicts the existence of universality classes characterised b 
macroscopic properties such as symmetry and number of order parameter com-
ponents (Griffiths (1970)). The divergence of the various thermodynamic re-
sponse functions as a simple power law is qualitatively in agreement with ex-
periment,but in the limit of arbitrary close approach to the critical point is 
quantitatively incorrect for systems in three dimensions. This failure may be 
related to the internal inconsistency in the theory which, derived under the as-
sumption that the fluctuations could be neglected, predicted their divergence 
at the critical point. Clearly more sophisticated theories should take these into 
account correctly. 
A modified formulation of the Ginzburg 
1.
(1960) criteria for the conditions Un-
der which Landau theory is exact was proposed by Als-Nielsen and Birgeneau 
(1977). They show that the mean field exponents are valid above a critical lat-
tice dimensionality ,d, given by d = 	- m, where m is the anisotropy of 
the critical fluctuations. Isotropic systems have d = 4 and therefore fluctua-
tion effects should dominate the observed critical behaviour in three dimensions. 
Finally a second critical dimensionality,the so called lower critical dimensionLCD, 
exists below which fluctuations are of sufficient magnitude to prevent the oc- 
1. 
The Ginzburg criteria states that below Tc mean field theory is valid provided that the 
fluctuations in the order parameter, denoted am, satisfy the condition (dM)2'<< M7- when 
averaged over the correlation length of the fluctuations. 
curence of long range order. These fluctuations may be induced thermally or by 
the presence of various types of defects (Halperin and Varma (1977)). 
1.2.2 Modern theories of critical phenomena 
An alternative microscopic approach is provided by statistical mechanics from 
which the usual thermodynamic quantities can be calculated from equation (1.5) 
Z=T7{e 1T) 	 (1.5) 
and equation (1.6): 
F=—k8TlnZ 	 (1.6) 
where H is the Hamiltonian, Z the partition function and Tr denotes the trace. 
Unfortunately we can proceed directly to obtain an analytic solution for only a 
few simple model Hamiltonians (Ising (1925), Onsager (1944), Domb and Green 
(1974)). Exact solutions exist for the Ising model in 1,2 and 4 dimensions, 
Heisenberg model in 1 and 2 dimensions and provide a valuable test for various approxi-
mations and numerical techniques. The simplest approximation for decoupling 
the many-body problem is the mean field approximation (Brout (1965)) where 
the effect of all neighbours on a particle is replaced by an average molecular field. 
From the effective single particle Hamiltonian various thermodynamic functions 
maybe calculated. This approximation gives the same critical exponents as oh-
tamed from Landau theory, because it also fails to incorporate the fluctuations 
properly. 
An attempt to find a phenomenological description was made by Widom (1965) 
and Kadanoff et al (1967) who proposed a scaling theory. The original static 
scaling hypothesis assumes that the static correlation function, equation (1.4), 
in the domain of large distances r compared to microscopic lengths, depends 
only on the ratio , with different behaviour in the limiting regimes r << and 
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r >>. For a d dimensional system and r < r ,G(r) becomes. 
G(r) = 	-i r(_d+2 +v7)D() 	rz-R3 	(1.7) 
where D' is an unknown scaling function and i = 0 for classical theories. Fourier 
transforming equation (1.1) and using the relation 7 = (2 - i)v, the resuitfor the 
susceptibility is obtained: 	




which for q = 0 reduces to the uniform susceptibility that diverges at the critical 
point. On the assumption that the correlation function varies smoothly for all 
values of q and , except for the singularity at the critical point, the forms valid in 
each regime must coincide when extrapolated to the line qC = 1. The great utility 
of hydrodynamic theory when coupled with scaling theory is the predictions 
(Enz (1974)) it leads to for the hydrodynamic parameters near the critical point 
where the theory may not be valid. Although the scaling theory successfully 
predicts the equalities observed experimentally between critical exponents it is 
not rigorous, but based on physically plausible arguements. The great value of 
the scaling hypothesis was the insight it provided for the development of the 
renormalisation group theory. 
The method is mathematically complex and consequently only the results necessary to 
the work presented in this thesis are presented. A more complete account of the 
technique can be found in the reviews by Wilson (1974) and Fisher (1974). 
A major result of the renorinalisation group is the existence of a fixed point 
under the renormalisation group transformations for static phenomena which 
provides support for the static scaling hypothesis of Kadanoff et al (1967). The 
study of various model systems also supports the concept of universality classes 
which are dependent only on such features as the lattice dimension, number of 
order parameter components and range of interactions. 
Terms in the Hamiltonian, that are originally small, may become important 
Hydrodynamic theory is based on conservation laws for the physical quantities of interest with 
empirical co-efficients defined to describe 	their transport. Within this formalism the dynamic 
susceptibility is 	calculated in the limit that q is very much less than the typical 	fluctuation 
correlation length, .,at that temperature. Clearly, this assumption may not be valid for any q 
when the temperature is made arbitrarily close to Tc, because the correlation length JEdiverges. 
i 
at the fixed point. This may destablise the fixed point and result (Reidel and 
Wegner (1970 a, b) in a continuous change of the critical exponents between the 
universality classes. Aharony (1973 a, b) has recently investigated the effect on 
the critical behaviour of an isotropic short range interaction Harniltonian due 
to the addition of dipolar interactions or cubic anisotropy. To first order in 
= 4 - d the critical exponents y and a are changed to: 
1 1
4 a 
1 	9E 	-f 
34 34 
when dipolar interactions are present. If the dipolar interactions are of sufficient 
strength they will dominate the critical behaviour at all temperatures. 
Experimental measurements have not been sufficiently precise to detect a dipolar 
contribution to the static critical exponents a and e. Specific heat measurements 
(Ahlers (1971)) give a = —0.04 ± 0.06 and measurements for v using neutron 
scattering (Dietrich et al (1976)) and bulk methods (Hog (1973)) gave 1.29 ± 
0.Oland 1.39 ± 0.5 respectively for the isotropic ferromagnet europium oxide. 
The breaking of a continuous symmetry in a system leads to a set of collective 
excitations that necessarily have zero frequency in the limit q = 0 (Goldstone 
(1961) Bludman and Klein (1963)). The existence of such collective excitations, 
spin waves, in isotropic Heisenberg systems is the result of breaking the continu-
ous rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian and is responsible for the divergence 
in the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility as a function of wavevector and mag-
netic field. Consequently it is of interest to observe these divergences as a test of 
the validity of the Heisenberg model for real systems which necessarily possess 
dipolar interactions and resulting anisotropies. 
For dynamic critical phenomenon there is no exactly soluble model which ex- 
hibits a phase transition or even a well defined mean field theory that leads 
to unambiguous general predictions. Halperin and Hohenberg (1969) have ex-
tended the static scaling hypothesis to include a characteristic frequency r, 
r = _zf(q) 	 (1.9) 
where the scaling function f and exponent z are universal. This allows predic-
tions similar to the static case to be made about dynamic phenomema. This 
has received substantial experimental support from investigations on magnetic 
systems. Unfortunately it does not enable us to predict the analytic form of the 
dynamic response near the critical region. Another approach is based on the 
time dependent formulation of the Ginzburg -Landau equations. The critical 
properties are then investigated by the renormalisation group method, Halperin 
and Hohenberg(1974), where an equation of motion replaces the Hamiltonian 
in the static case. It was found that the static universality classes are a subse 
of the dynamic case, being differentiated by the conservation laws applicable 
to the equation of motion. The concept of the upper critical dimensionality is 
still found to apply although this is now defined by the form of the equation of 
motion and conservation laws as well as by the Hamiltonian ) and need not be the 
same as the upper critical dimensionality in the static case. The upper critical 
dimensionality for the isotropic Heisenberg model is d = 6. 
Recently the effect of compositional disorder at phase transitions has received 
much theoretical and experimental attention. Compositional disorder can be di-
vided into two broad categories, annealed disorder where the impurities diffuse 
freely to reach equilibrium with the system and quenched disorder where the 
impurities are frozen in fixed positions at the temperature under study. Phase 
transitions in annealed sytems are quite well understood, and it is the criti-
cal behaviour of quenched sytems that is of current interest. Originally it was 
conjectured that the statistical fluctuations in the spatial distribution of impu-
rities would give rise to a range of local transition temperatures and result in a 
broadening of the transition. Harris (1974) has shown that provided there is no 
macroscopic fluctuations in the concentration of impurities the transition occurs 
10 
for a unique temperature if the specific heat exponent satisfies the inequality 
a < 0. Lubensky (1975) has obtained the same result using the renormalisa-
tion group technique to study a magnetic system with small fluctuations in the 
exchange interactions. 
Edwards and Anderson (1975) have given a mean field treatment of the Heisen-
berg model with random nearest neighbour exchange interactions. On cooling, 
the system may exhibit, subject to the form of the interaction probability distri-
bution and next nearest neighbour interaction strength, a transition to a state 
where the magnetic spins are "frozen" in along random directions. The ab-
sence of long range order in the system is a direct consequence of the competing 
exchange interactions and the inability of any given spin configuration to Si-
multaneously minimise each energy term in the Hamiltonian. Associated with 
the short range order are numerous ground states that are almost degenerate in 
energy and which have very long relaxation times. 
The random field model proposed by Fishman and Aharony (1979) incorporates 
competing interactions through the addition of a random field term. to the Ising 
Hamiltonian that couples linearly to the local spin. Within the mean field ap-
proximation this model has characteristics similar to the Edwards model s but 
is simpler in that the low temperature phase consists of small regions within 
which the order parameter is constant; these are known as domains. Unlike the 
Edwards model the paramagnetic phase has spin glass like disorder induced by 
the random fields but it is not the result of a collective transition. Because of 
the direct physical relevance of the LCD to the applicability of the mean field 
solutions to the models considered above,most attention and controversy has 
focussed on this quantity. At present the spin glass and random field models 
are believed to have LCD of 4 or 3 and 3 or 2 respectively (Binder and Young 
(1986). It is therefore important to establish experimentally the extent to which 
the low temperature phases of real systems and these models are similar. 
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1.3 Scattering theory 
The discovery of the diffraction of x-rays by crystals and the relationship between 
the intensity of the scattered radiation and the atomic structure revolutionised 
condensed matter physics. Since then the scattering of x-rays, electrons, neu-
trons and light has become a well established technique (Turchin (1965), 
Egelstaff (1967), Gurevich and Tasarov (1968), Lovesey (1984), Bacon (1975)) for 
studying the static and dynamical properties of systems at the atomic level. 
The aim of this section is to summarise the formalism within which the results 
of scattering experiments may be interpreted. We choose to limit the discussion 
to neutron scattering because it is the technique most widely used in this thesis, 
specific details of other radiation-matter interactions are left to the relevant 
chapters. In Section (1.3.1) the partial differential cross section is calculated; 
The importance of this quantity derives from its direct connection with the 
correlation function describing the system1 and the fact it is the quantity which 
may be obtained from experiment. The division of this quantity into a coherent 
and incoherent component is discussed in Section (1.3.2) along with its physical 
origin. Finally the relationship between the peculiarities of the experimental 
technique and the properties of the probe used to measure S(Q,w) are discussed 
along with the interrelation of the results obtained. 
1.3.1 Partial differential scattering cross section 
We consider a scattering process in which a neutron of wavevector k0 is scattered 
to a wavevector k 1 by a sample that is a single crystal. The change in the neutron 
wavevector Q is defined by: 
(1.10) 
12 
and the change in energy - by: 
i;;;' 0—ky) 
	 (1.11) 
where m is the mass of the neutron. The initial and final spin state of the neutron is 
denoted by kr> and Id> respectively. The initial and final states of the target are 
described by the wavefunctions IA>and IA) respectively with energy. E and Ek The 
double differential cross section within the first Born approximation is then given by: 
dfld = 	
(rn)2 	
I 	£( +EA - Ex,) (1.12) 
The term 40 denotes the conservation of energy, and P 1. and P0, the probability for 
various sample and neutron slates. Physically 	is the probability per nucleus that 
an incident neutron of energy E0  is scattered by an angle 9 into a solid angle element 
d.Q)and into an energy interval between E, and E 1 + d6 . To proceed it is assumed 
both that the neutron-nuclear interaction is given by (Fermi (1933) V(r)3= 
R),where R is the atomic position, and that the neutron wavefunction may be 
represented by a plane wave. Using the familar identities (Clarke (1984)) for 
orthonormal eigenstates and the Hermitian properties of the operator the result for 2 
is obtained: 
d2 o 
df2d = 2irhk0 	
< e_(0)etQR1(t) > e'di 
ii 	 (1.13) 




>. and 	is the position 
operator in the Heisenberg representation. The scattering length bi of an element 
depend on the isotope and relative neutron nuclear spin orientation. Assuming' the 
isotope, element and spin distributions are random the configurational average 
(Bacon (1975)) is obtained independently of the average over the initial states of the 
system by using equation (1.14): 
111 =+(b,—) (1.14) 
where  is the average scattering length. On substituting this into equation (I . 13) it is 
found that the double differential scattering cross section may be written as: 
d2o - ...... L (b 2 h5C0h (Q, , ) + bLSt1 c(Q,w)J 	(1.15) 
dczdE - ko 
13 
where the coherent dynamic structure factor is defined by: 




 < e_0)eiQhj(t) > 	(1.16) 
and the incoherent dynamic structure factor is defined by: 
sine 
(Q,,) = --/ 
dte 
iT 	< 	 > 	( 1.17) 
- 
Remarkably 	can be written as the product of a constant characterising the 
interaction between the incident probe and the sample, and a function which is 
dependent purely on the sample. Thus S(Q,) may be determined experimen-
tally by several techniques, light, x-rays and Mossbauer provided the radiation 
couples to the relevant physical parameter of the system. 
1.3.2 Van Hove formalism 
The dynamic structure factor can be calculated in the previous formulation if the 
eigenfunctions of the undisturbed sample are known. However this is possible in 
only a limited number of cases. As a consequence an alternative representation 
was presented by Van Hove(1954 a,b,c). The space and time dependent corre-
lation function G(R, t) is introduced in equation (1.18), and is shown to have 
,within a classical approximation, a simple interpretation as a probability den-




 L, e R_t)G(R, i)dRdt 	 (1.18) 
Then it follows from equations (1.13),(1.16) and (1.17) that G(R,i) is given by: 
G(R,i) 
= (27r)3 N L eiQ R E < e_Q(0)eiQ4(t) > dQ 	(1.19) 
ij 
Using the convolution theorem to evaluate equation (1.19) we obtain after some 
algebra: 
G(R,t) -. 1 
	




The integral in equation (1.20) cannot be evaluated except for t = 0 because 
Heisenberg operators do not commute. If we make the transition to classical 
mechanics and assume that the operators A(t) are simply vectors, valid provided 
thene 2m, 	 2 
G class  (R,i) =  N E < 8(R+ R(0) - R(t)) > 	( 1.21) 
where GCIa..(R, t) is the probability of finding any atom at time t in the volume 
element dR at a point R if a particular atom is at the origin at time t = 0. The 
physical meaning of equations (1.16) and (1.17) is now apparent. 
In general G(R, i) is a complex function without classical meaning, the imaginary 
part of which is discussed by Van Hove (1958). Schofield (1960) has shown that 
G"(R, t) is real and therefore violates the condition of detailed balance. Thi 
may be corrected approximately by substituting the new variable t + i , for t 
in the correct classical correlation function. A check on the validity of the model 
G(R,t) is provided by the sum rules (De Gennes and Villain (1960)). The sum 
rules are exact results for the frequency moments of the dynamic structure factor 
that are independent of the particular model choosen to evaluate G(R, t). 
In addition to the scattering from density fluctuations in the sample due to ther-
mal excitations of phonons it is also clear that static or quasi static deviations 
from perfect lattice periodicity will give rise to diffuse scattering. Such static 
density fluctuations may arise from substitutional impurities occupying off lat-
tice sites due to a change in the local force constants or extended defects such 
as dislocation planes and ferroelectric domain walls separating regions of alter-
nating polarisation orientation. The theory of x-ray scattering by ferroelectric 
domain walls was developed by Bruce (1981) who finds that the scattering by 
domain walls takes the form of lines in reciprocal space perpendicular to the wall 
orientation in real space. It will be shown in chapter 4 that measurements of 
the wavevector dependence of the intensity distribution of diffuse scattering in 
reciprocal space can provide detailed information on the atomic displacements 
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and domain wall structure of the system. 
1.3.3 Experimental method and technique. 
In Section (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) the underlying unity of various spectroscopies was 
emphasized. However, the unique properties of the particular radiation used 
constrain the range of wavevector and energy transfers that may be employed. 
Consequently stringent tests of model predictions are provided only by comparison of 
the information obtained from several techniques. Although this thesis is primarily 
concerned with the interpretation of data obtained from x-ray and neutron scattering 
experiments a brief review of several other spectrosopies is included. 
The different characteristics of the probes used in spectroscopy results in a classi-
fication of experimental technique according to the precision and range in which 
the momentum and frequency response can be measured,Figure (1.1). The great 
utility of neutron scattering arises from the similarity of the neutron energy and 
wavelength to those of typical excitations observed in solids, eg phonons and 
magnons. Hence it is possible to measure S(Q, w) over, the whole Brillouin zone 
of the crystal. 10" ti/I 
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Figure(1.1) shows the q -w regions accessible to various spectroscopies. Optical 
spectroscopy is restricted kinematically to region A, q,, < 10. Ultrasonic and 
permittivity measurements apply to a frequency range below 10 10s. 
X-rays cover a similar 4t range to that of neutrons however no energy analysis is 
possible and we observe an integrated intensity S(Q). 
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It is clear from equation (1. 18) and the general properties of Fourier integrals that the 
frequency and wavevector of the Fourier components of G(R,t) must be chosen 
carefully to observe the relevant limiting behaviour in space and time. For example. 
in chapter 3 it is the spatial and temporal spin correlations over large distances and 
times that are of interest near the critical point of the ferromagnet. However, in 
chapter 2 it is the atomic temporal correlations at small times that are of interest. In 
chapter 4 it is the streaks of x-ray scattering by domain walls that are to be 
investigated. The streak intensity is relatively weak and the width is approximately 
only several hundredths of a 1•  Angstrom. Therefore an intense source and good 
wavevector resolution are required. Where both neutron and other techniques are 
applicable the latter are usually, employed because of the expense of using neutrons. 
These considerations in addition to the strength of the coupling between the radiatiot 
and physical parameter of interest determine the choice of radiation for a particular 
experiment. 
Experimentally the determination of the x-ray and neutron wavevector and en-
ergy transfer, the radiations used in the experiments which comprise this thesis, 
may be accomplished by selection of the incident and scattered neutron or x-ray 
beam by Bragg reflection from a single crystal. Alternatively for neutrons the 
incident beam wavevector may be determined by a rotating disk (chopper) with 
a fixed phase relation to a source and the final wavevector inferred by perform-
ing a time of flight analysis of the scattered beam over a known path length. 
The relative merits for either technique depend in general upon the application, 
but at high incident neutron energies Bragg reflection becomes increasingly in-
efficient because of the wavevector dependence of the Debye-Waller factor. All 
instruments situated at spallation sources, which produce neutrons with incident 
energies in the range 0.1 to 2eV, use the time of flight technique. 




presented in chapters 2,3 and 4 should now be clear. 
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Chapter 2 
A Study of the Impulse Approximation and 
Anharmonic effects in Lithium 
2.1 Introduction 
The determination of atomic momentum distributions in crystals continues to be an 
area of-interest because of the unique information contained about the high energy 
atomic motions. The momentum distribution is determined by the technique of 
neutron scattering because the scattered neutron distribution is simply related to the 
atomic momentum distribution when the impulse approximation (IA) is valid. Within 
the IA it is assumed that the atom recoils after collision with the incident neutron as if 
it were a free particle: the effect of the constraining interatomic potential is 
insignificant. 
Nelkin and Parks (1960) have shown that the IA is exact in the limit of high 
wavevector transfers for the incoherent dynamic structure factor of a crystal with a 
simple cubic structure that is bound by a harmonic interatomic potential. Gunn et al 
(1986) have independently obtained this result, and using a Debye model density of 
states shown that the IA is closely approximated at wavevector transfers less than the 
. . 
maximum accessible with spallation sources, approximately 80 A. However, at the 
wavevector transfers, and concomitant energy transfers, where the IA may be valid the - 
atom recoils with high energy towards a neighbouring atom and the short range 
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anharmonic forces may then become important. This may also result in marked 
deviations from the 'free'- particle like behaviour observed when the atom is 
constrained by a purely harmonic potential well. Consequently, the wavevector 
transfer required before the IA is valid is uncertain for a real crystal where anharmonic 
effects are always present. The dynamic structure factor, at high wavevector transfers 
also contains valuable information about the interatomic anharmonicity, and the high 
energy atomic motions in solids. 
The objective of this study was to ascertain when the IA is valid for a real crystal. The 
momentum distribution of a crystal bound by harmonic forces is Gaussian with a width 
determined by the phonon density of states. The region where the IA is valid may be 
identified by using this result or the scaling property of the scattered neutron 
distribution proposed by Sears (1984). Sears has suggested that in the IA limit the 
incoherent dynamic structure factor will not be an independent function of the 
wavevector and energy transfers but will exhibit a scaling law. The second objective 
was to observe any deviations in the scattered neutron distribution ilneshape from the 
IA result for a harmonic crystal due to anharmonic effects. Lithium was chosen 
because it has a simple cubic structure( Montgomery and Covington (1957)), and a 
model density of phonon states (Smith (1969)) that has been determined by 
experiment. 
This chapter is divided into a number of sections beginning with a discussion of 
crystal dynamics, Section (2.2), and then the incoherent dynamic structure factor 
for a harmonic lattice is given iaSection (2.2.1). Section (2.3) of this chapter 
contains a brief description of the time of flight technique, spectrometer and 
resolution components. The experimental method is discussed in Section(2.4), 
and neutron inelastic scattering measurements of S(Q,w) for polycrystalline 
lithium, over a range of high energy and wavevector transfers are reported in 
Section (2.5.1). The results of the numerical calculation for S(Q,w) within 
the harmonic approximation at room temperature and lOOK are presented in 
Section (2.5.2) for wavevectors in the range ioA! Q <50 A.1.  These numerical 
results are compared to the IA predictions to illustrate the limits of validity for 
the incoherent approximation. Section(2.5.3) contains a discussion of the results 
and suggestions for further work are made in Section (2.5.4). 
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2.2 Crystal dynamics 
The theory of lattice dynamics has been extensively reviewed (Lovesey 1984) 
and several excellent monographs exist. Therefore we shall give only a brief 
review of one of the phenomenological models - Born Von Karman - (BVK) for 
a crystal with one atom per unit cell. This model is based on the harmonic 
approximation viz, the amplitude of the vibration are sufficiently small so that 
the interatomic forces are linear in the individual atomic displacements. The 
equation of motion for the l atom displaced a distance u can be written as: 
Mdu 	
= 	 - u(l))  W (2.1) 
1' 
where a and 3 denote any of the three cartesian coordinates x,y or z , M is 
the atomic mass and the 4P are called the atomic force constants. Hence for a 
solution of this equation we write: 
	
B(qj).&f iL ei(q.Rus —ci(gj)t) L (ii) 	(2.2) 
where B(qj) is the amplitude of the lattice wave and I NO the polarisation vector. 
Substituting this solution into equation (2.1) the displacement frequencies are given by: 
w2(qj)(qj) = >Da0(q)(qj) 	 (2.3) 
where: 
D013 (q) = 	 1 	 (2.4) 
t o 
is an element of the dynamical matrix that describes the atomic motions. 
The condition that solutions exist for the components 	,, of the polarisation 
vector ,equation (2.3), is that the determinant of the coefficients vanish. This 
is an equation of the third degree in w 2  and yields three solutions for each q: 
w(qj), j=1,2,3. The components obey the orthonormality relation 
*a(qj)(q'j) = £,jiEqqs 
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The BVK formalism has been used extensively for the analysis of the experimen-
tally determined dispersion curves of solids. In practice the force constants are 
considered as adjustable parameters to be determined by fitting to the experi-
mental data. This procedure gives an adequate description of a large number of 
metals. 
To quantise the vibrations we introduce the Bose operators associated with a 
given lattice site, namely a(l) and a(l). Then by definition (Lovesey (1984)): 
à0 (l) =G qj)e 1 a(qj) 
where ã+(qj) and a(qj) obey the anticommutation rule for bose operators 
= 65j' 6qq' 
<ã(qj)à(q'j') > = E,,Eqqsn(qj) 	 (2.5) 
k. 
and n(qj) = [e 	- 1]- 1, and <> denotes a thermal average. The total displace- 
ment u of atom 1 is given by: 
ft. (1)= 	
11 
(2NMW(qj)) a (qj)e'[à(qj) + ã(—qj)} 	(2.6) 
The time dependence of the displacement operator is conveniently written in the 
Heisenberg representation as: 
= 1 (l,i)  
/WM 	 (2.7) qj 
where (qj,i) is defined as: 
I 
(qj,i) = t(—qj,t) = 
	
[a(qj)e_(Qi)t + a+(_qj) ei((Q)t] 
2.2.1 Scattering Theory 
Consider the dynamic structure factor ,equation (1.11), chapter 1 
S(Q,w)=Lj °° e  "tF(Q,i)dt 
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where; 
F(Q,i) = 	< e_iQEi(0)eiQR1(t) > 	 ( 2.8) 
N ii 
and all symbols are defined in Section (1.3). At large Q. F(Q,0) is equal to unity and 
indicates that only the incoherent terms. i =j are important. In order to increase the 
clarity of the exposition the atomic position denoted i and j in Section (1.3), will now 
A 
be included within the parentheses of the position operator R. Equation (2.8) was 
A 
evaluated by replacing the operator R(i.t) by the relation 1 I + u(1.t), where u(l.t) is 
the time displacement operator for atom I given by equation (2.1). With the exception 
of prefactors equation (2.8) is given by: 
FIC(Q, t) =< e_ 	 > 
Then assuming 	=-iQ.i(l,O) and =iQ.ti(l,t) and using the following identities 
(Lovesey 1984) that are valid if the commutator of A and B is a c number, 
< eAe2 >= e}[A,B1 < eA > and <e 48 > e<(B)3 )>1 it follows that; 
	
F'- (Q, i) = e }<_(Q(1)) 2 > e<Q)Q(t,t)> 	 (2.9) 
From the expansion of f(l) in terms of the phonon operators, equation (2.6), 
â(qj) and à(qj) it follows that the first exponent in equation (2.9) becomes? 
 
<(Q.u(l))2 
 > 2NM 	
I Q.
''(qj) 
(qj) 12 [2n(qj) + 1] 	(2.10) 
To proceed Ewas replaced by an integral over the normalised density of phonon states 
9' 
g(w) defined by: 
g(c4) = 	 — w(qj)) 
.3N qj 
and then1 using the result that the average of I Q.(qj) 1 2 for a Bravais crystal 
lattice with cubic symmetry is 	the relation for WOJ is obtained: 
W(Q) =< (Q.u(l))2 >= 1Q2 
	
d.-1[2n(w )+1} 	(2.11) 
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A c number is a complex number. 
W(Q) is the well known Debye-Waller factor. To evaluate the second term of 
equation (2.9) we proceed as before to obtain after some tedious algebra the 
result 






J- 	 () 
We now consider this function in the limit of large Q. To obtain a suitable 
expansion we rewrite equation (2.11) in powers of t about t=O. 
Fc(Q,t) = e 3°=i 	 (2.13) 
Essentially it is assumed that at high energy and wavevector transfers the be-
haviour of S'(Q,) is determined by the behaviour of the correlation function 
At t=O. Equating equation(2. 12) and (2.13) the result for u.1where n = 1.2 and 3 
is obtained: 	 11 
= 





The exponent in equation (2. 12) is expanded to second order and the higher order 
lerms represented by a Taylor expansion; P (Q. t) is then given by: 
2 	 cc 
= et_ts3t2)(1 + 	—( ii)') 	 (2.14) 




where H(x) are the Hermite polynomials defined by (Fischbeck and Fischbeck(1982)), 
it can he shown that 101w) is given by: 
S'(Q ) w) = 
SIA 
	+ h(Q,w)) 	 (2.15) 
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where: 
s!A(Q,w) =e 	 (2.16) 
and:
2Q2 2 	 (2.17) ____ 2 2M kBT,f  
h(Q,c) represent the final state interactions which can be shown to be a series 
expansion in powers of p=(k,1) . The coefficients of p are combinations of 
Hermitè polynomials, which are of even or odd symmetry depending on the 
power of n multiplied by a thermally weighted energy moment of the phonon 
density of states. The final state effects are alternatively of odd or even symmetry 
and in the limit of high Q vanish like so that S'(Q,c&) asymptotically 
approaches SIA(Q, u'). Experimentally the presence of final state interactions 
can then be observed as an asymmetry in the measured S(Q,) with a shift 
in the peak position from the recoil position,. The peak in S(Q,w) is 
characterised by equation (2.16) and the effective temperature, a measure of the 
mean kinetic energy of the atom, given by: 
T,1 =— jg()wcoih(2 "Tdi ) 	 (2.18) 
g() is the effective phonon frequency distribution for vibrations with displace-
ments parallel to the momentum transfer. For a polycrystalline solid,where we 
have a spherical average over the cryst4g(w) is replaced by the total density of 
states. 
2.3 Experimental technique 
S(Q,) was 	determined by time of flight neutron spectroscopy. This tech- 
nique is the most favourable for use with the high energy incident neutrons that 
are produced at a spallation source because selection of a particular energy by 
Bragg reflection 'becomes very inefficient for neutrons with incident energies > 
200 meV. A schematic diagram of a direct geometry time of flight spectrometer 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic outline of a direct geometry time of flight spectrometer 
at a spallation source is shown in Figure (2.1). A spallation source produces 
a very short polychromatic pulse of neutrons which spreads afterwards due to 
their different velocities. By maintaining the chopper, which rotates at a fixed 
frequency, in a definite phase relation to the incident pulse only neutrons with 
a predetermined velocity, v 1 ,are allowed to travel to a fixed angle, 9, detector 
over a measured path length L 1 + L 2 . The arrival time of the neutron is related 
to its final velocity, v 2 , after the scattering event. An auxiliary device, usu-
ally electronic circuits, measures the time interval, t, between the firing of the 
pulse and the response of the detector. A multichannel time analyser records 
the pulses from the detector in a discrete time interval and stores them as a 
time spectrum, the range of the time spectrum being proportional to the pulse 
repetition frequency. Consequently the pulse repetition frequency is a compro-
mise between intensity and the time required to complete the scan before the 
arrival of the next pulse. The time of flight of the scattered neutrons determines 
their energy, while the momentum transfer is specified by the detector's angu-
lar position. In practice however due to the uncertainities in measured flight 
paths, angles, finite beam area, detector solid angle and width of time channels 
the spectrometer does not only record the nominal wavevector Qo  and energy 
transfer hw0 selected but integrates over a small range of these values. A full 






Figure 2.2: (a) Time spread of the pulse as a function of A after moderation,M. 
(b) Flux no (A) at the moderator surface of a pulsed source as a function of A. 
(Windsor (1981)) 
not been undertaken in the present work. Therefore only a brief qualitative 
description of the main resolution degrading components will be given. 
2.3.1 Resolution components 
The resolution of the spectrometer is given by 	where it and T are the 
uncertainty in the time of flight and the total time of flight respectively. The 
uncertainity in the time of flight is determined by the following components. 
Moderator and incident spectrum 
The sharp burst of very high energy neutrons from the target station are slowed 
down by repeated inelastic collisions in the moderator with an associated time 
scale. Neutrons emitted from the moderator with a longer wavelength require 
more collisions and subsequently have a significantly larger time spread than the 
initial pulse, see Figure(2.2 a). It is this time spread that determines the funda-
mental limit in the resolution and the uncertainty to which the other resolution 
components are matched. Figure (2.2 b) shows the output from the moderator 













Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the disk(a) and Fermi chopper(b) and the flux 
transmitted as a function of time.( Windsor (1981)) 
spectrum shown in Figure (2.2 b) is called the epithermal region. In this range 
the resolution of the spectrometer is independent of the incident wavelength 
because the pulse width is proportional to the neutron wavelength and the to-
tal time of flight inversely proportional to it. The long wavelength component 
has an approximately Maxwellian distribution in equilibrium at a temperature 
about 25-30% higher than the physical temperature of the moderator. However 
in this section we shall not be further concerned with this component. 
Neutron chopper 
The pulse width and total intensity are dependent on chopper performance. An 
ideal chopper should be opaque to all neutrons when closed, open quickly and let 
in a wide solid angle of neutrons for a specified time interval A t. The simplest 
mechanical construction is a disk with a slit of width w shown in Figure (2.3 a). 
For neutrons with infinite speed the transmitted pulse is triangular with a full 
width half maxima At = - where v, is the peripheral speed. With the practical 
limitations on v, ,w must be small to obtain suitable pulse widths. Unfortunately 
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Figure 2.4: Fermi chopper consists of alternating sheets of a neutron transmitting 
and absorbing material respectively.(Egelstaff (1967)). 
in the case where the constraints on the pulse width are less severe the disk 
chopper, see Figure (2.3 a), gives large transmitted beam areas and because of 
the large mass inserted into the beam at the chopping point a low background. 
This is important for fast neutrons because the cross section of all materials is 
very low at these energies. It is possible to appreciably improve the transmission 
of the disk chopper without degrading the pulse width by stacking many such 
slits together of width w separated by absorbing slots of thickness t as shown 
in Figure(2.4). This is known as a Fermi choppei, and has an overall maximum 
transmission of The chopper is rotated about an axis parallel to the plane 
of the windows while the neutron beam strikes the chopper perpendicular to 
the axis. For finite neutron velocities the slot will turn appreciably during the 
passage of the neutron through it. Consequently the slot is curved so that a 
neutron of selected velocity v which enters the slot centrally, travels down the 
curved slot of radius R given by, R = Clearly the chopper is also optimised 
for incident energies that are a submultiple of the chopper frequency, f. Because 
the moderator pulse width increases with wavelength it is prudent to run the 
chopper at submultiples of the fundamental frequency to select neutrons with 
incident energies that are close to submultiples of the optimal energy. This 
enhances the flux for a fixed resolution ,and is clearly preferable to running the 
chopper at a fixed frequency and selecting the incident neutron energy solely 
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Figure 2.5: The effects in the time pulse as the triangular transmission function 
sweeps across the uniform brightness of the moderator (Windsor (1981)) 
through the chopper-source phasing. 
Lighthouse effect 
When the triangular transmission function of the chopper, Figure(25;) sweeps across 
the moderator of finite size, w_, there will be an increase in the neutron pulse width. 
The total time uncertainity of the transmitted beam is given by the chopper 
transmission function convoluted with the moderator neutron intensity time 
distribution. An ideal pulsed source gives a unique correspondence between the angle 
of chopper slit rotation and the wavelength of the neutrons incident at the chopper. 
However the time spread of a real source pulse results in a velocity distribution for the 
incident neutrons at each angle of chopper rotation4 This is one of the major 
difficulties in developing an analytical expression for the spectrometer resolution 
function. 
Multichannel analyser 
Electrical pulses from the detectors are summed in discrete time channels to 
create a time of flight spectrum. Each channel has a width corresponding to a 
range of neutron flight times. Ideally the time channel width should be small 
compared to the resolution width of the narrowest structure in the spectra. 
The choice of channel width is a compromise between resolution and statistical 
precision. 
2.3.2 Kinematics 
The energy and momentum conservation laws apply stringent limitations to the 
values of Q and £ we may observe in an experiment. From equations (1.10) and 
(1.11) the relation for iQ is obtained: 
= 2E0 - - 2cos8[Eo (Eo - 	 (2.19) 
where E0 is the incident energy of the neutron and B the angle through which 
the neutron is scattered. For each detector in a time of flight experiment the 
Q and e are coupled together so that a detector at a particular angle scans a 
parabolic locus in Q, space, see Figure (2.6). From equation (2.19) it is clear 
that high incident energies and scattering angles are required to reach large Q 
and € transfers. 
If the IA is valid and the lineshape at constant Q is Gaussian with a FWHM 
q, then to a first approximation, the lineshape at constant angle will (Jackson 
(1974)) also have afaussian form, but with the FWHM Aeo given by: 
1 
= [1 - M. I - I cosO - 11_1 	 (2.20) 
£EQ 	 M \E1 ) 
where m and M are the masses of the neutron and atom, E0 and E1 are the 
neutron's initial and final energies. The error in this approximation has been 
assessed numerically and the transformation found to be accurate to ±.1% and 














Figure 2.6: Loci of Q and c transfers for three of the incident energies used in 
the experiment for a detector at an angle of 9 = 1350. Superimposed on this 
figure are the recoil energies e, for lithium and iron. 
2.4 Experimental method 
Details of the direct geometry spectrometer at ISIS have been given elsewhere 
and its operation will be described only briefly along with the experimental 
procedure. Pulses of high energy protons were incident on a uranium target with a 
repitition rate of 50 Hz. The emitted high energy neutrons were moderated by water 
at room temperature. A Fermi chopper lOm downstream of the moderator rotated at 
an integral multiple of 50 Hz. The chopper to source phasing and rotation frequency 
were chosen to select neutrons with an incident energy in the range 227 to 1986 meV. 
A disk chopper located 2 m upstream from the Fermi chopper decreased the fast 
neutron background at short times after the pulse of protons strike the target. 
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The intensity of neutrons scattered by the sample. located 1.8 m from the chopper. 
were recorded as a function of their time of flight by He4 proportional counters. The 
counters were configured into two parallel arrays, with respect to the scattering plane 
and incident neutron direction, and were nominally at an angle of 124° or 135° 
Because the detector efficiency is proportional to) the second bank allowed a 
significant increase in the data accumulation rate wen higher incident neutron 
tiergies were used. A multichannel analyser with bin widths varying from I ps to 10 
Ps recorded the number of neutrons in each time channel. Two low efficiency 
detectors placed in the direct beam monitored the incident neutron flux intensity and 
mean energy. The entire spectrometer was kept under vacuum to decrease the 
contamination of the recorded signal by neutrons scattered by gas. The time averaged 
flux on the sample was 10 neutrons/cm-s. 
A stainless steel sample cell, 7 cm diameter, with a 0.05 mm thick window, contained 
the natural lithium which was 99.999% chemically pure. Natural lithium contains 
I 
isotopes of U and Li in the ratio 927and  8% respectively. The cell was attached to the 
cold stage of a closed cycle refrigerator, where the temperature stability of the sample 
was lK. Lithium undergoes a Martensitic phase transition at 77K (Martin (1959)). 
The lowest temperature measurements were made at lOOK. Spectra were also 
collected at room temperature for the empty cell using incident neutron energies of 
828 and 1017 meV. 
The intialisation, collection and storage of spectrometer data was automated using a 
VAX 11/730. After recording the spectra the data, which consisted of the number of 
neutrons detected in each time channel of a particular detector, were stored on the 
magnetic disk of a mainframe computer. A program called GENIE containing the 
spectrometer configuration characteristics allowed the various data reduction 
procedures and manipulations that are necessary and computationally intensive to be 
performed interactively and displayed graphically. In addition 
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to the catalogue maintained of each data manipulation GENIE also enables 
individual spectra , or an arbitrary grouping, to be fitted to a model for S(Q,ci.) 
by invoking a user written program. All subsequent analysis of the data were 
performed using this system. 
2.5 Analysis 
Data were collected as a function of time of flight so that the intensity, 1(t) 
measured for a time of flight channel t, by a detector at a scattering angle 9, is 
given by: 
d2 o 
1(t) J_, dcl di .R(Q - Q',t - t')dQ'di' 
To obtain 	from the observed lineshape, 1(t), it is necessary to deconvo- 
lute the instrument resolution function R(Q, t). The deconvolution procedure 
is tractable only if the transmission probabilities for the various spectrometer 
components are assumed to have a simple analytical form, usually Gaussian. 
This assumption is not generally correct, Section (2.3.1), however under the 
experimental conditions employed R(Q,t) may be considered initially as a delta 
function. In addition to the neutrons scattered by the sample cell, the measured 
spectra also include a background signal due to fast neutrons and electronic noise. 
The latter contributions were removed by subtracting the measured neutron count in 
the time of flight channels at very long times. The measured neutron distribution is 
then proportional to the product of the double differential cross section and the 
detector efficiency. The incident neutron energy in each case was determined from 
the monitor peak positions and their known path seperation. The spectrum was then 
converted to a function of energy transfer using the relation -0- = -*- t!The 
relationship between the double differential cross section and the dynamic 
structure factor is given in Section (1.3). 
Corrections for the kinematical factor and detector efficiency were applied and 
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the data summed over the front and back detector arrays. The high absorption 
cross section, p, for lithium ilegated the correction for multiple scattering 1  and 
the effect on the lineshape was computed ,Sears (1975), for a flat plate sample 
in backscattering geometry, and found to be negligible. 
All spectra then are presented as energy distributions, I(), proportional to 
S(Q,6). The energy dependence of I() was fitted to equation (2.21) over the 
energy range of interest! 
I(f) A 1  + A 2 c + A 3 e 	+ Are A 	 (2.21) 
and A 1 A 2 .... A 3  were parameters found by the least squares method using a 
program written by the author, I Hewitt2,' The fourth term in equation (2.21) 
describes the recoil scattering from lithium and is only the leading term of the 
result for S(Q, c) , equation(2. 15). Terms one and two of equation (2.21) were 
identified with the fast neutron background and term three with tht background 
scattering by the steel sample holder. The program Hewitt2 was written in 
Fortran 77 and ran on the Rutherford Vax computer. 
A measure of the quality of the fits was obtained by calculating x 2  (Bevington 
1969))) defined as x2 = Ei wj 	 (C a) 	aL)I which for a satisfactory fit should 
have a value close to 1.0. The weight factor w i  in the expression was given by the 
inverse of the square of of the standard deviation of the measured counts N and 
n ,represent, respectively the number of experimental points and the number 
of fitting parameters. The instrumental resolution contribution to the value 
obtained for A s  by the fitting procedure was then deconvoluted by assuming 
that the observed neutron distribution was the convolution of S(Q,e) with a 
Gaussian resolution function. Variation of the full width half maxima of R(Q 
t) across the spectra is neglected, and the value chosen for the FWHM was 
that at the recoil position. Although neither function is strictly a Gaussian we 
believe this procedure gives widths and positions which are accurate to within the 
estimated errors. Spectra from individual detectors in the array were analysed 
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A7 	0 teQ II 
431 167.7 151 ± 2.9 177 ± 4.3 164 1.26 
514 200.0 180±3.0 207±11.8 178 1.15 
618 240.1 217 ± 2.5 229 ± 4.8 199 0.83 
828k 297.3 296 ± 9.0 242 ± 7.0 217 0.63 
833 323.7 311 ± 3.0 259 ± 2.2 225 0.89 
1026 399.0 392±4.0 286±1.8 253 0.89 
1646 639.7 634±8.7 369±12.0 309 0.67 
1985 712.7 1 712 ± 12.0 389 ± 11.0 335 0.66 
Table (2.1) shows the values of the fitted parameters defined by equation(2.2 I) 
not within the single particle regime 
+ data taken at a scattering angle of 123° 
Aeq = A 1 1 corrected from constant angle to constant Q by equation(2.20) i. 
BVK FWHM calculated using the g(E) calculated from Smiths BVK model. 
co 	11 Temp [ 	A 7 LiCq 	•II CBVK II 
1985t RT 712 ± 14 480 ± 20.3 448 0.56 
1985 100 712±12 389±11 335 0.68 
828* RT 291±6 301± 10 289 0.55 
828' 100 296 ±9 242 ±7 2.1 11 - 0.63 
Table (2.2) shows the values for the fitted parameters defined by equation(2 .2)1 
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Figure(2.7) shows the measured spectra for an incident energy of 514 meY with 
the scattering angle at 135 0 . The statistical errors are shown, together with a 
least squares fit to equation(2.2 I) . The resolution width at the recoil position 
is 8meV and the data collection time was 0.46 mA hr (neutron beam current 
x time). 
independently and in various combinations and gave fitted parameters to within 
the estimated errors of the values given in Table (2.1). 
2.5.1 Results 
Figure (2.7) shows the observed spectra consists of two well separated peaks for 
an incident energy of 514 meV at a temperature of lOOK. Spectra for the empty 
sample cell showed the peak at lower energies was scattering from the sample cell 
and occurred approximately at the position expected for recoil scattering from 
iron. A typical fit to the data (solid line), Figure (21), shows equation(2.21) to 
be a good representation of the data. The best values of the fitted parameters 
are listed inTable (2.1) and the errors shown reflect the statistical analysis only, 
and assume there are no systematic errors. 
In Figure (2.8) the values for A 7 determined by the fitting procedure discussed 
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Figure(2.8) shows the recoil position for lithium, solid line, plotted as a function 
of Q. The peak positions determined from the fitting procedure are shown as pa4ft  
with errorbars along with the peak maxima determined from the full calculation for 
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Figure(2.9). The points with error bars are the FWHM determined by the 
fitting procedure to the data. The FWHM determined from the full calculation 
for Si(Q,), dotted line, and using the IA result, solid line , are also showii. 
lithium recoil energy 	where M is the isotopically weighted average of the Li' 
and Lis atomic masses. The measurements suggest the IA regime is approached 
for Q transfers >25 1  and a recoil energy of 640 meV. This is much larger than 
the maximum phonon energy of 38 meV but significantly less than the atomic 
binding energy of lithium which is 1.6 eV. Gunn et a! (1986) have shown for 
a single Einstein oscillator that although the IA considers the final state of the 
scattered particle to be a plane wave this need not be a free state. It is sufficient 
for the final state to be a good approximation to a plane wave over the spatial 
extent of the initial state. Consequently the observed approach to the regime 
where the IA is valid for recoil energies of 640meV is not counter intuitive. Plot-
ted in Figure (2.9) are the width; LeQ  obtained from the values of A s obtained 
by the fitting procedure discussed inSection (2.5) and corrected using equation 
(2.20) together with a linear fit (dashed line) constrained to pass through the 
origin. This fit gave an effective sample temperature of 216±1.7K compared to 
the value of 166K which was obtained by evaluating equation (2.18) numerically 
with the g(E) ,determined from the neutron scattering data, published by Smith 
(1968). The IA result is shown as a solid line in the figure. Within the harmonic 
approximation the FWHM of SZA(Q, E ) is proportional to equation (2.17). 
The time of flight spectra were measured;for lithium at room temperature and lOOK 
using incident neutron energies of .828 and 2 eV. T111  was calculated using the g(6) deter-
mined by neutron scattering at 293K (Beg and Nielsen (1976)) and lOOK (Smith 
(1968)). For each incident energy the ratio of the measured FWHM at lOOK and 
293 K is systematically lower than the square root of the ratio of their effective 
temperature at each physical temperature, Table (2.2). 
The results show, Table (2. 1), 	that the lineshape is adequately represented by a 
Gaussian for Q>20 ..s judged by the values for x 2 . This is probably due to the 
statistical precision of the data as there is some evidence, particularily around 
the peak position, for structure in the profile of 1(6). The systematic increase 
























ENERGY TRANSFER (meV) 
Figure (2.10) shows the measured spectra for an incident energy of 833 meV with 
the scattering angle at135 0 . The statistical errors are shown , together with a 
least squares fit to equation(2.2 I). The resolution width at the recoil position is 
10 meY and the data collection period was 2.2 mA hr (beam current x time). 
Figure (2.11) shows the measured spectra for an incident energy of 1026 meV 
with the scattering angle at 135 1 . The statistical errors are shown, together with 
a least squares fit to equation (2.211 The resolution width at the recoil position 
is 12meV and the running time 2.6 mA hr (neutron beam current x time). 
with higher statistical accuracy, is due to the increased structure present in the 
profile of the scattering by the sample cell. The data for an incident neutron energy of 
227 meV show several peaks in the lineshape that were attributed to the peak in g(w) 
at 40 meV. At energy transfers comparable to phonon energies 	'(Q.w) is 
proportional to g(w) (lEgeistaff 	(1967)) for a polycrystalline solid. Further 
measurements were made to investigate the lineshape of the scattered neutron 
distribution in more detail. 
Figures (2.10) and (2.11) show lineshape measurements with much higher statis-
tical precision for incident energies of 833 meV and 1026 meV. There is evidence 
for a feature in the lineshape near the recoil position in each figure with ev-
idence of further structure for energy transfers at approximately 100 and 150 
meV above the recoil position. If this structure arises from the phonon density 
of states, as might be expected if there were a singularity present, then the fea-
tures produced in S(Q,e) occur at regular energy intervals and should be more 
pronounced on the low energy side of the recoil position. Although this appears 
to be in disagreement with the data presented, the absence of features on the 
low energy side of the recoil position may be due to scattering from the iron 
sample cell and poorer experimental resolution. 
Sears(1984) has suggested that at large Q, QS(Q,e) will not be an independent 
function of Q and E but will exhibit a scaling law. Consequently any features that 
are a property of the momentum distribution should also scale as 
hQ 2M 
Figure (2.11) shows the data in Figures (2.10) and (2.11) plotted as a function 
of the variable y and normalised against the height of the peak fitted to the 
lineshape by the least squares procedure described earlier. The scattering from 
the sample cell has been subtracted on the assumption that it may be represented 
by a Gaussian form, the parameters of which were also determined earlier. The 
lineshape is within the approximation made and counting statistics a universal 
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Figure (2.12). A feature is clearly seen at Y = ioA in both spectra. It is 
unlikely to be due to recoil scattering from an impurity atom because only H 
and He have smaller masses than Li' and the former cannot scatter for angles 
greater the 900.  Li" would produce features at 399 meV and 323 meY for incident 
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Figure (2.13). The Gaussian fit to the data (solid line) is a guide to the eye and 
shows clearly a feature at Y = 10A1. 
function of y. On the assumption that the final state interactions are small 
and may be neglected, the data in Figure (2.12) were combined and are shown 
in Figure (2.13). The gross features are similar to those observed in Figure 
p -I 
(2.12) and a feature at y = 10 A is clearly shown. 
2.5.2 The incoherent dynamic structure factor 
The incoherent dynamic structure factor for a cubic Bravais lattice is given by 
equation (2.12) inSection(2.2.1). Results for the energy dependence of Si — (Q, e) 
at constant wavevector transfers were obtained in the range 10 Q < 50A -' 
by direct numerical integration using the g(E) inferred from neutron scattering 
data at lOOK, room temperature, and for a Debye solid. A damping factor, e_' 
was included in equation (2.12) so that the integrand converged to zero at 
infinity. The effect of this term in the calculation is to give a Gaussian shaped 
broadening to the energy spectrum. The program to calculate 5$?4(Q, e) was 
written in Fortran 77 and called SCATFUNC. This program was compiled and 
run on the ICL 2900 computer belonging to the University of Edinburgh. The 
value of s was chosen sufficiently small that the distortion introduced into the 
lineshape was negligible. The first energy moment of the calculated S1—(Q, ) 
was compared with the analytical result,, and found to be in good agreement. 
The FWHM of 5"(Q,  €)re plotted as a function of Q in Figure (2.9) (dohe4 
line), and shows the scaling regime appears to be reached for Q > 18k. The 
peak positions in Figure (2.8), dashed line , show small deviations from the recoil 
position for all Q and are in good agreement with those measured experimentally. 
This is a consequence of the final state interaction's greater effect on the peak 
position than on the FWHM (Scars (1972)). Nevertheless experiments with a 
finite experimental resolution are effectively in the scaling regime for wavevector 












Figure (2.14)(a) shows S (Q,) calculated from equation (2.12), solid line, and the IA result, 
dashed line for a sample temperature of lOOK and Q= 10 A. Deviations from the IA 
result (((Q,)-(Q,))xQ) are shown by the dot-dash line. Structure from the phonon density 
of states is clearly visible in the figure. (b) The magnitudes of the deviations from the IA 
D-L 
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Figure (2.14) (C) shows S (Q) calculated from equation (2.12), solid line, and the IA result, 
TA I 	 0-I 
S (Q,E), dashed line for a sample temperature of 100 K and Q = 50 A. The IA is shown to be 
a very good approximation as judged by both the continuity of the lineshape and magnifudes 
TA 
of the deviations, ((S (QS)- S (Q,))xQ), shown by the dash-dot line. (d) At a sample 
a-I 
temperature of 300K and Q = 20 A, the deviations from the IA result are less than at lOOK 
0.I 
and 0 = 20 A. 
Figure (2.14a) shows the calculated S(Q, e) for Q=lO A' (solid line) possesses 
structure, which originates from the peak in g(E) due to the zone boundary 
phonons, that is not reproduced in the IA (dashed line). At Q=20 A, Figure 
(2.14b), the structure in the lineshape has disappeared. The peak position is 
however displaced from the recoil position and the intensity in the "wings" of 
Sirlc(Q 
) is enhanced on the high energy side of the recoil position and depressed 
on the low energy side. As Q increases the IA becomes a progressively better 
approximation as shown in Figure (2.14c) for Q=50A 1 . Figure (2.14d) shows 
the final state interactions present at room temperature are much smaller than 
at lOOK and is in qualitative agreement with equation (2.16). 
The FWHM of S(Q.E) for a Debye model g(E) was calculated using the Debye 
temperature determined by specific heat measurements (Martin (1959)) The calculated 
FWHM for g fE.) and g (E) were the same within error , and it is concluded that the 
BVK. 
FWHM is not sensitive to the precise form of g(S). 
2.5.3 Discussion and conclusions 
Neutron scattering measurements were performed for energy and wavevector transfers 
in the range 227 meV to 1985 meV and 16 A to 50 A respectively with a sample 
temperature of 100 K. The dynamic structure, factor is characteristic of the region 
where the IA is valid as determined by the wavevector scaling properties of the peak 
position and width, that were parameters of the Gaussian fitted to the spectra, for 
0 -I 
wavevector transfers greater than 25 A 	of several spectra made with higher 
statistical precision as a function of y are a universal function of y, and it is concluded 
that the lÀ is closely apprOximated for wavevector transfers greater than 25 A. 
The FWHM of the scattered neutron distribution was 14% larger than the value 
calculated assuming the IA is valid and using a harmonic model density of 
states(Snijth (196$)). A calculation of the incoherent dynamic structure factor using 
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the same model density of states showed that the width discrepancy was not a failure 
of the IA for a harmonic crystal. Therefore the discrepancy between the FWHM 
determined from the model fitted to the data and the IA result may be due toeither an 
incorrect model density of states, or a systematic error in the model fitted to the data. 
Each of these is discussed below in more detail. 
It is difficult to estimate the absolute size of the systematic error that resulted from 
approximating the resolution function and dynamic structure factor at constant angle 
by a Gaussian, and the accurate subtraction of the background, but previous 
experiments using HET suggest that this error is less than 5%. 
The accuracy of the model density of states derived for a harmonic crystal depends on 
the validity of the force constant model employed, and the precision of the 
experimental technique used to determine the phonon frequencies throughout the 
Brilloiun zone. The finite experimental resolution with which neutron scattering 
measurements are performed can lead to systematic errors in the phonon frequencies 
and the derived density of phonon states( Cooper and Nathans (1968), Cowley and 
Pant (1970)). Smith (1969) has not applied a resolution correction to his data, and 
the Debye temperatures determined from the model density of phonon states and 
specific heat measurements (Martin (1959)) differ by 10%. Beg and Nielson (1976) 
have remeasured the phonon dispersion relation along the 11,1 , I) cubic 
crystallographic direction at 110 K, with much higher resolution. They found that the 
discrepancy between the measured and model calculations of Smith(1969) to be 
approximately 18%. Although the interpretation of the phonon dispersion relations 
in terms of the BVK model for metals is questionable, the objective was to reproduce 
the phonon frequencies throughout the Brilloiun zone accurately. More recent 
modelsjKrebs (1965), Ramamurthy and Satishkumar (1985), .Ja.ni and Cohel (1982)) 
which are physically more plausible,were rejected in favour of the BVK model because 
the calculated phonon frequencies were in better agreement with the measured 
frequencies. However, the FWHM is relatively insensitive to the precise distribution of 
the density of phonon states, and it may be estimated, by assuming a Debye model 
density of states with the correct Debye temperature, that the discrepancy in Debye 
temperatures can account for only 3 % of the width anomaly. 
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Bednarz and Field (1982) have made an x-ray diffraction study for a single 
crystal of lithium. Measurements of the integrated intensity of the Bragg peaks 
as a function of Q and temperature have been analysed for anharmonic effects in 
the lattice vibrations by using a temperature factor based on an effective single 
body potential ,V,of the form (Willis (1975)) 
2 4 	4 	 3u4 i 	 , V(u) = --- + a u + 5(u + u + u - 
where u is the displacement of the atom from the equilibrium position. The 
harmonic force constant is given by a and the higher order terms are constrained 
by the symmetry of the crystal. They find a small but significant anisotropic 
component, 5, in the one particle potential. However it is known (Keating 
et al(1971)) that the electron cloud distorts in a manner to compensate for 
the anharmonic motion. Consequently this effect may be significantly larger 
than that measured by the x-ray technique. Neutrons are sensitive only to the 
nuclear motion and therefore give a more accurate measure of the anharmonic 
motion. McCarthy et al(1980) have performed a neutron diffraction experiment 
on high purity polycrystalline lithium at temperatures between 4.2 and 300K. 
Their data clearly show a dramatic increase in the intensity of the high angle 
reflections as the temperature is lowered from 293K to 78K. The anharmonic 
terms in the Debye Wailer factor were extracted from the angular dependence 
of the incoherent elastic scattering. Because the sample was polycrystalline the 
Debye-Waller was assumed to have the following functional form, ((Willis 1975) 
and equation (2.11)) 
W(Q) = aQ2  + bQ4 
where b is a phenomenological term that represents the anharmonic effect for a 
centrosymmetric crystal. A large anharmonic contribution to the Debye Wailer 
factor is reported from 4.2 to 293K. In contrast the Debye temperature, 9D, 
determined from specific heat measurements (Martin (1959)) suggest the anhar-
monic contribution at 100 K to the crystal energy is negligible. However, 8D  is 
quite insensitive to the high frequency tails introduced into g(E) by anharmonic-
ity, because it is proportional to, f° 1coih(.)dE. kDT 
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It is concluded that the interatomic potential in lithium is significantly anharmonic. 
Moleko and Glyde (1985) have shown that the main effect of anharmonic terms in the 
interatomic potential is to increase the mean atomic kinetic energy over the value 
obtained for a purely harmonic potential. Physically, the increase in atomic restoring 
force is significant only for large amplitude, high energy vibrations because the 
anharmonic forces are appreciable only at short ranges. This results in a relative 
increase in the model density of states at the largest frequencies and, from Section 
2.1.1, an increase in -the mean atomic kinetic energy. It is expected that the 
momentum distribution remains almost Gaussian, and that the main effect of 
anharnionicity is to increase the mean kinetic energy, or equivalently 
Tiff
It is 
therefore concluded that deviations from the IA for a harmonic crystal have been 
observed for lithium, and are due to significant anharmonic effects in the interatomic 
potential. 
2.5.4 Further work 
Further investigations require a single crystal of lithium to understand the origin 
of the structure in the data, preferably a crystal isotopically enriched in Li' to 
obtain adequate counting statistics. The sample holder should be constructed 
with tin or tantalum endplates to reduce the magnitude of the sample holder 
scattering. It would also be useful to perform a neutron diffraction experiment 
at lOOK for a lithium single crystal. From measurements of the integrated Bragg 
peak intensities the size and Q dependence of the Debye-Waller factor could be 
determined. This would allow the density of states to be checked and a test for 





To describe the complete dynamical behaviour of a many body system it is neces-
sary to know the explicit form of the Hamiltonian. In general this is too complex 
for solution and consequently it is normal to consider a model Hamiltonian which 
includes only those features considered the most important. It has been fruitful 
to study the properties of ferromagnetic materials in terms of the Heisenberg 
model. The model consists of a regular array of localised spins that are coupled 
together by phenomenological constants, called exchange interactions, that are 
determined by the theory with a set of experimental results. From this model 
other experimental results may be explained and related phenomena correlated. 
In particular the properties of the longitudinal susceptibility of isotropic ferro-
magnets have attracted a great deal of theoretical activity much of which has 
still not been vindicated by experiment. 
It has been shown (Holstein and Primakoff (1940), Herring and Kittel (1951)) 
that the longitudinal susceptibility diverges for T < T as the applied field H 
because of the transverse spin fluctuations. Renormalisation group techniques 
Cc 
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(Brezin and Wallace (1973)) have shown that this result is valid up to T. 
Kawasaki and Mon (1961,1962,1967) using the the Greens function formalism 
have obtained the result that the wavevector dependence of the static suscepti- 
i 
bility diverges as I in zero applied field. This result was also calculated by the 
renormalisation group technique by Mazenko (1976). 
No consensus has been reached for the frequency dependence of the longitudinal 
susceptibility. Villain (1971) has calculated that the response function has a 
peak at each of the two spin wave frequencies and Vaks et al(1968) obtained 
a similar result with an additional peak centered at zero frequency due to spin 
diffusion. Mazenko (1976) has predicted a single peak in the response function 
centred at zero frequency that diverges at zero wavevector 
The divergences in the longitudinal susceptibility as a function of wavevector, 
frequency and applied field may be shown to be a direct consequence of the 
absence of an energy gap in the spin wave excitation spectrum at q = 0. The 
absence of a gap follows from the application of Goldstone's theorem (Goldstone 
(1961)) which asserts "when a symmetry group that is broken is continuous 
(translational or rotational) a new excitation may appear whose frequency goes 
to zero at small wavevectors." In the low temperature ordered phase the spins 
have a preferred direction of orientation whereas the Heisenberg Hamiltonian is 
rotationally invariant, consequently we have a broken symmetry. 
Although it has been known for many years that the longitudinal and trans-
verse components of the magnetic susceptibility can be separated by the use 
of polarised neutrons (Moon et al 1966) most experimental investigations have 
been performed with unpolarised beams. This was because of the limitations 
imposed by the neutron flux from available reactor sources and various spec-
trometer components. Collins et al (1969) examined iron and Minkiewicz et al 
(1969) examined nickel close to T and observed only spin wave peaks with- 
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The reduced wavevector transfer q is defined in Section (3.2) 
out any evidence of a central peak. Als-Nielsen et al (1976) and Dietrich et 
al (1976) performed a very thorough study of EuO and EuS and identified a 
small contribution for T = T and just below T as longitudinal fluctuations 
with a Lorenztian form in wavevector. Their inelastic scattering measurements 
below T showed only spin wave peaks and they concluded that the longitudinal 
susceptibility had an inelastic form similar to the spin wave spectrum. 
The development of high flux beam reactors, in particular the Institute Laue 
Langevin (ILL) at Grenoble in 1971, and high efficiency polarising devices have 
made inelastic neutron scattering experiments with polarisation analysis feasi-
ble. Recently Mitchell et al (1984) have reported neutron inelastic scattering 
measurements with polarisation analysis for the macroscopically isotropic ferro-
magnet Pd(10%)Fe. Their measurements show clearly the frequency dependence 
of the longitudinal susceptibility is quasielastic. However they were unable to 
observe the predicted divergences in the longitudinal susceptibility as a func-
tion of q, wand H. This may have been a consequence of the rather large field 
required to saturate the sample around ,0.5T, and the smearing of the transi-
tion due to concentration gradients in the sample. At present it is therefore 
important to know whether the predicted divergences have gone unobserved be-
cause of experimental limitations or because the isotropic Heisenberg model is 
unrealistic. 
3.2 Scattering theory 
In this section the double differential cross section for the scattering of a polarised 
neutron beam by a system of localised magnetic moments, S i at lattice site 1 
is given. A more detailed account of the results presented and the Heisenberg 
model may be found in the monograph by Lovesey (1984). 
The unpaired electron neutron interaction, Vm (Q), for an ion with no orbital 
contribution to the magnetic moment is given by: 
(
2 7r1 2 \ / 7e 2 \ 
m,. ) tmec2) 	
(3.1) 
where & is the Pauli spin matrix,the vector cross product and ri the electron co-
ordinate. Physically this implies that only the components of the magnetisation 
density perpendicular to the scattering plane give rise to scattering. Substituting 
Vm (Q) into equation (1.12) we obtain the result: 
d2o 
- 	
f I g(Q) 2 	 _L I 	dte _UUt 1 [(1 + (• f)2 +2P.)(Q.Th 
dQdc - \ m c2 u' k 0 2 	 2nlr J 4 
(3.2) 
where F(Q) is the magnetic moment form factor, the spin angular momentuni 
operators S are raising and lowering operators that change the total z compo-
nent of the spin by one unit and g is the Lande factor. JQ denote unit vectors 
where P is the neutron beam polarisation. and Q the wavevector. 
For the experimental configuration discussed in$ection (3.3), with the applied 
field H perpendicular to Q and parallel to F the cross section is: 
d2 r 	(7e2 	I 1gF(Q) 2 	 1
00 
2irliJ-oo d9 de = m C 2 ) k0 2 
	dte 
Sr( 0)S(t) > + <S(°)Sr() >1+ <S(0)S!(t)> (3.3) 
Using the fluctuation dissipation theorem (Lovesey(1984) the first two correla-
tion functions maybe shown to be related to the transverse susceptibility and 
the third correlation function to the longitudinal susceptibility. The longitu-
dinal scattering involves no change in the incident neutron spin state (Moon 
et al(1966) and the transverse scattering gives a 7r change in spin orientation. 
For completeness it is noted that coherent neutron scattering occurs without 
a change in the neutron spin state and that incoherent scattering may occur 
without a change in the neutron spin state. 
'The magnetic susceptibility X(q.w)is related to S(q,w) by: Im(1w) 
1 S(w)(t_ i) 
It is convenient to write the wavevector transfer Q = T + q, where  is a reciprocal lattice vector 
of the crystal structure1 and q is the reduced wavevector transfer. 
3.3 Experimental background 
The neutron inelastic scattering measuremenmts were performed using the 1N12 
triple axis spectrometer at the ILL. In this section we shall discuss both the 
generic features of this instrument, Section(3.3.1) and those which are specific 
,Section (3.3.2). Both sections are quite brief because many detailed reviews 
covering the points discussed already exist (Dorner(1982)). 
3.3.1 Triple crystal spectrometer 
A schematic plan of a triple axes spectrometer is shown in Figure (3.1). The 
wavevector of the incident radiation is determined by Bragg reflection, through 
an angle 29M,  and the wavevector of the scattered radiation obtained by Bragg 
reflection, through an angle 29A,  from an analyser crystal. Maximization of 
the reflected intensity and a favourable value for the Bragg angle .are important 
criteria in determining the choice of crystal for the monochromator and analyser. 
Larger values for 9M  or 9A  result in a smaller spread in the selected wavevector 
for a given mosaic spread. Clearly intensity and resolution are optimised when 
the angular divergence of the beam transmitted by the collimators is matched to 
the mosaic spread of the preceeding crystal. Further collimation may improve 
the resolution but result in a significantly lower transmitted intensity. 
The setting of the spectrometer at a given point (Q,w) determines the required 
incident and final neutron wavevectors according to the energy and momentum 
conservation conditions given by equations(1.10) and (1.11). These values for 
the neutron wavevector then give the values for the monochromator, analyser 
and sample angles. By specifying the angle,t', between the sample reciprocal 
axes and the wavevectortransfer Q.the spectrometer configuration is completely 
determined. However because only the three variables 0 and two components of Q 
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in the scattering plane are required 	it is usual to fix one of the variable instru- 
mental parameters k or k&. 	. It is normal to chose a sequence of points 
(Q,w) where one variable is fixed. This is known as a constant Q or w scan and 
each possesses important advantages (Dorner (1982)) over a scan where Q and w 
vary simultaneously. 
There is a problem which is generic to all triple axis spectrometers. If a 
monochromator (analyser) is set to reflect neutrons of wavevector k it follows from 
Braggs law that it will also reflect neutrons with a wavevector kjn, where n is an 
integer. The solution adopted depends on the the spectral output characteristics of the 
source and the detector used to detect the scattered radiation. This point is discussed 
in more detail in Section (3.3.5) and (4.4). 
3.3.2 Experimental Background 
The neutron inelastic scattering measurements were performed using the 1N12 
triple axis spectrometer at the ILL. Epithermal neutrons, which are produced in 
the core of the nuclear reactor, come into equilibrium with an adjacent moder-
ator while passing through it and undergoing collision processes. The outgoing 
neutrons have an approximately Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of energies, 
the peak of which is determined by the moderator temperature. The neutron 
flux incident on the 1N12 spectrometer is in equilibrium with a liquid deuterium 
moderator at T = 25K. The peak in the neutron energy distribution corre-
sponds to a wavelength of A 51 and effectively enhances the flux at longer 
wavelengths of the incident spectrum. Consequently the 1N12 spectrometer is 
especially suitable for making high resolution measurements at low frequency 
transfers. A neutron guide tube transmitted the neutron beam from the moder-
ator to the spectrometer. 
The setting of the turntable on which the monochromator, sample and analyser 
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Figure 3.1: Plan view of the triple axis neutron spectrometer (schematic). a,f3 
are the horizontal and vertical collimations respectively. 28m and 29A  axe.  
the scattering angles at the monochromator, sample and analyser. (Neutron 
Research Facilities at the High Flux Reactor (1983)) 
are mounted and also the angles of the three spectrometer arms were under 
computer control 1 and enabled scans to be made automatically along predefined 
directions in reciprocal space. A monitor, which produced an electrical signal in 
proportion to the incident neutron flux (Bacon (1975)), was fitted between the 
mononchromator and sample. This allowed the counts obtained for a fixed time 
at each point in a scan to be properly normalised and the effect of fluctuations 
in the incident beam intensity to be disregarded. In these experiments the inci-
dent wavevector ko I was held fixed and the measured double differential cross 
section was dflde4•  The number of counts in the detector is then proportional to 
kcoi9AS(Q,) (appendix 1). 
Unfortunately, the signal from the detector is a summation over the number of neutrons with 
the selected beam energy and integral multiples of this energy. 	 To prevent 
these neutrons contributing to the signal a polycrystalline filter was fitted be- 
tween the sample and monochromator. No coherent elastic scattering will occur 
if the neutron wavelength is twice the largest interplanar spacing in the mate- 
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nal. The lattice parameter of beryllium has a suitable value for transmitting a 
neutron beam having a wavelength of 5A,and attenuating the higher harmonic 
wavelength components. Cooling the filter to 77 K increased the efficiency of the 
Bragg reflection process because of the dramatic decrease in the Debye-Waller 
factor with temperature. The possibility of transmission due to multiple scat-
tering was eliminated by absorbing slits inserted in the beam direction. The 
detector was a high efficiency (80-90%) 10BF3 gas detector. 
3.3.3 Experimental method 
The experimental measurements were performed at the ILL and were carried 
out in collaboration with Dr P W Mitchell, Dr H A Mook and Dr R Pynn. Thi 
section is divided into two subsections, the first of which describes europium 
oxide, chemical formula EuO, and the second the experimental conditions. 
3.3.4 Properties of EuO 
The crystallographic structure of EuO is of the rock salt type shown in Fig-
ure(3.2). The divalent magnetic europium ions form a spherically symmetric 
SST spin state (Mathias et al (1961)) surrounded by an octahedral cage of non 
magnetic oxygen ions. This crystal structure leads to a ferromagnetic exchange 
interaction between the Eu2 ions. On cooling below T 69K(Als-Nielson et ci 
(1976)) from the high temperature paramagnetic phase EuO becomes ferromag-
netic down to the lowest temperature. NMR measurements (Dillon and Olsen 
(1964)) suggest that the octahedral crystal field gives rise to a preferred spin 
orientation along the < 111 > direction, referred to a set of cubic axes. In addi-
tion to the small magnetic anisotropy neutron inelastic scattering measurements 
for the spin wave dispersion relation (Passel et al (1976)) suggest that the spin 





Figure 3.2: The nuclear and magnetic structure of EuO. At 73K the cell has 
lattice parameter a=b=c=5.12 A(Als-Nielson et al (1976)). 
significant to next nearest neighbours. However, because the magnetic moment 
has no orbital component solid state effects are believed to be negligibleand the 
critical behaviour should be well described by the isotropic Heisenberg model. 
3.3.5 Experimental conditions 
In Figure(3.3) a schematic diagram of 1N12 is shown. The incident beam was 
provided by a vertically focussed pyrolytic graphite (002) monochromator. Spec-
ular reflection from a supermirror bender placed on the first arm of the spec-
trometer produced a polarised beam. A Mezei-ir-coil was mounted between the 
sample and the analysing crystal. When activated this caused the neutron spin 
polarisation to precess through exactly 1800  on passing through the coil and 
allows spin flip and non spin flip cross sections to be determined. Energy and 
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Figure(3.3) Triple axis spectrometer modified by the addition of a supermir-
ror bender and Mezei coil for polarisation analysis. The instrumental param-
eters are, horizontal and vertical mosaic spread of mono, analyser and sample 
(0.40,1.50),(0.40 ,.1.50),(1.30 ,1.40); horizontal and vertical collimation between 
mono and sample (0.7° , 2.00),sample and analyser (0.5 0,2.0'); analyser and de-
tector (0.50 , 9.00 ). The lattice spacing of the monochzoznator is 3.355 A, and the 
analyscç :.437 A. 
of a crystal of the Heusler alloy CuMn 2 A1 in a vertical field of 0.2T. The po-
larising and analysing components of the spectrometer are more fully described 
elsewhere (Pynn (1984)). Ideally the devices reflect all neutrons of one spin 
polarisation and have zero reflectivity for the other component. In this case 
because the polarising action of the bender and the Heusler crystal are different, 
the spin flip cross section was measured without activating the coil. A fixed inci-
dent energy of 1.2 THz was used throughout the experiment and the collimation 
was 30' before the sample, and before and after the analyser. The measured 
energy resolution from the diffuse scattering was 0.031 THz (FWHM). 
The EuO crystal was in fact an assembly of four cleaved crystals, each of size 
10mm x 10mm x 1mm. The crystals were prepared from EuO enriched to 99.9% 
in 153  E to reduce the neutron absorption from that of natural Eu of isotopi 
abundance 52% 113 E and 48% 151 Eu. Even so the scattering was always in 
reflection geometry as the penetration of the long wavelength neutrons used in 
the experiment, to obtain good energy and wavevector resolution, through the 
crystal was extremely small. Each crystal, a rectangular platelet with a (001) 
face normal, was mutually aligned to better than one degree and then clamped 
in the aluminium sample holder. The sample was placed in a cryomagnet with a 
[0I0] axis perpendicular to the scattering plane. The temperature stability was 
±0.02K and was accurate to better than ±0.01K absolute. The cryomagnet 
could provide a magnetic field from 0 to 4T. Most of the data were collected 
with a magnetic field of strength 0.1T to align the ferromagnetic domains that 
occur below T, in the field direction. Clearly in a multidomain sample the terms 
transverse and longitudinal fluctuations become meaningless. 
Constant Q scans were perfomed as a function of temperature ,magnetic field 
and wavevector around the (002) Bragg reflection. A major problem of working 
around this reflection arises from the contamination of the signal by the nuclear 
Bragg scattering which is relatively very intense. Unfortunately the scattering 
geometry was such that other more favourable reflections were not accessible. 
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3.4 Spectrometer resolution and analysis 
The intensity of the scattered neutrons when the triple axis spectrometer is set 
to observe an event at (Q o ,c'o) is related to S(Q,w) by a convolution with the 
instrumental resolution function R(Q,): 
I(Qo, WO) = f R(Q - Qo, w - o )S(Q, )dQdw 	(3.4) 
where 
R(X) = 	 (35) 
and X = (dQ, dw). The result for the resolution function (Cooper and Nathans 
(1968)) was derived assuming that the transmission function of each spectrom-
eter component could be represented by a Gaussian function. Full details of th 
normalisation factor R (X0 = Qo,o) and the relation between thecomponents 
of the matrix M and spectrometer parameters, mosaic /3, collimator a as shown 
in Figure (3.1), are given by Dorner (1972) and by Chesser and Axe (1973). 
Unfortunately at present it is not possible to incorporate analytically the effects 
of the supermirror bender into the resolution formalism described previously. 
This is mainly a consequence of the restriction placed on the angular divergence 
of the incident beam from the monochromator mosaic reflected by the super-
mirror bender and the correlation of this restriction with the wavelength of the 
incident neutrons. However since S(Q,) for a Bragg peak is 5(Q - r)8(w) an 
empirical measurement of the resolution function was made by performing longi-
tudinal and transverse scans through the (002) Bragg reflection as a function of 
wavevector and energy. A Fortran program called Rescal using the values given 
in Figure(3.) for the spectrometer collimations and mosaics calculated the el-
lipsoid of revolution within the Cooper Nathans formalism. The input values 
of the geometric collimations a and a 2 were adjusted until a best approxima-
tion to the experimentally determined resolution function was obtained. These 









Figure 3.4: Projection of four dimensional resolution function at the (002) Bragg 
relection. The surface of the ellipsoid defines the locus of points for which the 
resolution function has the value R 0 . Both axes are in reciprocal lattice units, 
.i. experimental datoca1cuIated data 
resolution ellipsoid along the Q. and Q, directions is shown in Figure (3.4). The 
agreement is shown to be satisfactory, similar fits were obtained for projections 
of Q. or  Q, as a function of e. 
The analysis procedure involved a parameterised form for S(Q,) over the range 
of Q,w concerned, and fitting the convolution with the resolution function 
equation(3.4), evaluated at all the points on the scan , to the observed neutron 
distribution. 
Even with a modern serial computer such a procedure requires considerable time. 
Such a task is ideally suited to the ICL distributed array processor (DAP) which 
is a single instruction multiple data stream machine. The parallel architecture of 
the DAP allows the parallelism of the analysis procedure viz the repeated calcu-
lation of the resolution function-dynamic structure factor convolution, equation 
(3.4), to achieve a very significant increase in the speed of program execution. 
The program used was called Shamgar (Mitchell and Dove (1985)) and it allows 
a simultaneous refinement to many sets of experimental data by a non-linear 
least squares fit (Bevington(1969)) A typical data set containing twelve scans, 
1. 
each scan having around twenty points, required 120 's of DAP Cpu time. This 
I 
DAP Cpu time is measured in seconds (s) 
is at least an order of magnitude faster than a serial computer such as the ICL 
2900. The errors quoted on the fitted parameters include those from the statis-
tical uncertainities in the data and the values of the parameters which are fixed 
in the fitting procedure. 
3.5 Results 
All the wavevector scans presented in this section are in reciprocal lattice units 
unless otherwise stated. The Curie temperature,T, was measured as 73K from 
the peak of the non spin flip cross section as a function of temperature at a 
wavevector 0.05 1 from the (002) Bragg reflection with an applied field of  
0.1T. Initial measurements characterised the form of the scattering above and 
below T for the spin and non spin flip scans. A constant wavevector scan for 
q = 0.12A_' above T in 0.1T applied field showed broad quasielastic lines of 
equal width and height in both spin flip, Figure (3.5), and non spin flip, Figure 
(3.6), cross sections. These peaks are superimposed on a flat background, with 
an additional resolution limited, elastic signal in the latter case. The transverse 
and longitudinal critical fluctuations are expected to be identical above T so that 
broad quasielastic signal in the spin flip channel is identified as the longitudinal 
susceptibility. Scans at similar wavevectors below T in the same applied field 
show the general form of the longitudinal fluctuations remain the same below 
T, with a broad quasielastic line centred at e = 0 superimposed on a sharp 
elastic component Figure (3.7). Figure (3.8) shows the transverse fluctuations 
are now radically different in character, with two well resolved peaks at non 
zero energies, which are identified as the two inelastic spin wave peaks. - 
To determine the wavevector dependence of the longitudinal susceptibility a 
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The dynamic structure factor for spin waves, equation (3.6), shows that at fixed wavevector, 
an energy scan should have two two peaks centred at jW0 , where tu0  is the spin wave 
frequency. It follows from the model spin wave dispersion relation %=Dthat the seperation 
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Figure(3.5) shows typical inelastic spectra obtained using polarisation analysis 
with a standard triple axis crystal spectrometer. The incoherent elastic compo-
nent is around 15% of the total cross section. The experimental conditions used 
are noted by the insert. The solid line represents a smooth interpolation through 
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Figu.re(3.6) shows typical inelastic spectra obtained using polarisation analysis 
with a standard triple axis crystal spectrometer. The incoherent elastic compo-
nent is around 15% of the total cross section. The experimental conditions used' 
are noted by the insert. the solid line represents a smooth interpolation through 
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Figure(3.7) depicts representative inelastic spectra using polarisation analysis 
with a standard triple axis crystal spectrometer. The incoherent elastic scat-
tering is clearly resolved as a discontinuity in the lineshape near e = 0.02 THz. 
The experimental conditions used are noted b,che insert. The solid line represents 
a smooth interpolation through the best fit to the points, shown with statistical 
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Figure(3.8) depicts representative inelastic magnon spectra obtained using po-
larisation analysis with a standard triple crystal spectrometer The experimental 
conditions used are rioted by the insert. The solid line represents a smooth in-
terpolation through the best fit to the points, shown with statistical errors, as 
discussed in Section(3.4). 
series of spin flip and non spin flip energy scans were made at constant q = (0 
o 2-77) where 0 < ii < 0.2r.LThese data were fitted using the Fortran program 
called Shamgar, described in Section (3.4), to the form for S(Q,) given in 
equations (3.6) and (3.7), folded with the four dimensional resolution function 
of the spectrometer, equation (3.4). The functional form for the transverse 
dynamic structure factor is given by( Lloyd (1989)): 
ST(Q)w) 	
1 	 wrT(q) 	
(= 4in( ) + 1 ] _ Wo(2 - w(q)) 2 + r(q)w 2 
where rT ( q ) is an intrinsic energy width, A1an overall scale factor and o (g) is 
given by the model lower spin wave branch dispersion relation (Lovesey 1984) 1.  
wo (q) = Dq 2 
where q is the reduced wavevector, D is the spin wave stiffness constant for the spin 
wave branch, and all other symbols have been defined previously. The longitudinal 
dynamic structure factor is given by: 
/ 1 	" 
- 1 SL(Q,W) = AL[n(w) + 11 
(q2 + ,c12 
B 	wrL(q) 
+ (3.7) 
q) w 2 + r(q) 
where the expression within parentheses represents the analytical form for the static 
longitudinal susceptibility at small q. The 1/q divergence predicted by Mazenko 
(1976) at small q is represented by the second term, and in the limit B=0.0 reduces to 
the mean field result. The parameter 1(q) is an intrinsic wavevector width ,A(q) and 
B are overall scale factors, and k is the inverse correlation length of the critical 
fluctuations. The energy dependence of the longitudinal susceptibility is represented 
by a Lorentzian. This is the simplest analytical expression that adequately represents 
the data, and also has a physically reasonable interpretation. The polarising devices 
on the spectrometer are not perfect, therefore a correction was applied to account for 
the fraction of neutrons of the wrong spin orientation that reached the detector. The 
spin flip and non spin flip scans were fitted to the following functional expressions: 
/ R ' 	/ 1 
(¼ 1 + R) SL(Q")) + ( + R) ST(Q,") 	
(3.8) 
fR' 	/ 1 
(.1 + RI 
SL(Q,W) 
- 	+ R) ST(Q,W) 	
(3.9) 
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The parameters 1(q) and 1(q) are also called the transverse and longitudinal damping 
respectively. 
where R is the flipping ratio. Included in the fits were a fiat background and 
a Gaussian centered near e = 0 to account for the incoherent elastic scatter-
ing. The parameters describing the background were determined by performing 
similar scans as described above at T = 2K and subsequent fitting. It was 
then assumed that this background was independent of temperature. The jus-
tification for this approximation is as follows. The initial slope of the phonon 
dispersion curve is never less than 16.8 meV A_i.  All our measurements were 
made with considerably smaller energy transfers than required at the given q to 
excite or absorb a phonon. 
Figures (3.9)-(3.11) shows the results of fits to scans with reduced wavevector 
transfer q=(0 0 2-77) in the range 0 < 77 < 0.2 at T = 66K to equations (3.8) 
and (3.9). The solid line represents a smooth interpolation through the bes 
fit to the data points. The fits are shown to be a good representation of the 
data. Similar scans were performed and analysed for T=63K,67.5K,69K,70K 
and 71.5K. The quality of the fits was judged by calculating the quantity x 2 
,see Section (2.5). The value of x 2  obtained was always close to 1.0 and the 
value obtained for B equal to zero within statistical error. Care was taken to 
look for any systematic deviations in the observed from the fitted lineshapes, 
particularily for energy scans at small q. Figure(3.9) and (3.11) both show 
evidence of a systematic deviation from the fitted lineshape for energy transfers 
less than zero. Clearly further measurements should be performed with higher 
statistical precision. The values for ic, rL and 1t  determined by the least squares 
procedure outlined above are plotted in Figures(3.12) to (3.14) as a function of 
temperature. The temperature dependence of ,c, Figure (3.12), is in qualitative 
agreement with the predictions of mean field theory and the neutron scattering 
results of Passel et al (1976). The finite value of ic at T is consistent with the 
presence of a magnetic field at the sample. 
The theories of the damping of the longitudinal and transverse fluctuations are 
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Figure(3.9) depicts representative inelastic spin flip spectra obtained using po-
larisation analysis with a standard triple crystal spectrometer. The resolution 
limited elastic incoherent component is clearly resolved at the centre of the en-
ergy scan. The solid line represents a smooth interpolation through the best fit 
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Figure(3.10) depicts representative inelastic spin flip spectra obtained using po-
larisation analysis with a standard triple axis crystal spectrometer. The reso-
lution limited elastic incoherent component is clearly resolved at the centre of 
the energy scan. The solid line represents a smooth interpolation through the 
best fit to the points, shown with statistical errors, as discussed in Section(3.4). 
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Figure(3.11) depicts representative inelastic spectra obtained using polarisation 
analysis with a standard triple axis crystal spectrometer. The resolution limited 
elastic incoherent component is clearly resolved at the centre of the energy scan. 
The experimental conditiozuused are noted byhe insert. The solid line represents 
a smooth interpolation through the best fit to the points, shown with statistical 
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Figure(3.12) shows the values obtained for kappa with errors from the fitting 
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Figure(3.13) shows the values obtained for the longitudinal damping with errors 
from the fitting procedure described in Section (3.4) plotted as a function of 
temperature. 
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Figure(3.14) shows the values obtained for the transverse damping with errors 
from the fitting procedure described in Section (3.4) plotted as a function of 
temperature. 
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also the limited statistical precision of our data we can only say that the be-
haviour of the longitudinal damping, Figure (3.13), appears intuitively correct 
whereas the temperature dependence of the transverse damping, Figure (3.14), 
is anomalous. We believe however that the assumptions made in fitting the data 
and the statistical accuracy of the results are such that the trend shown may 
not be meaningful. 
The magnetic field dependence of the longitudinal susceptibility was investigated for 
an applied magnetic field in the range 0. IT to 2T, with a sample temperature of 66K. 
When the applied field strength was greater than IT the nonspin flip component of the 
scattered neutron distribution was negligible, equations (3.8) and (3.9), and precluded 
a model fit to the data. The statistical precision of the data collected for a magnetic 
field strength less than IT was insufficient to allow the model to be validated 
quantitatively. However, for an applied magnetic field in the range 0. IT to 0.4T the 
parameters kand r  remained constant with a value of 0.26+0.02 Aand 1.6+0.6 THz 
respectively. The spin wave stiffness increased with the magnetic field strength: D = 
0.758+0.005, 1.31+0.07 and 1.5+0.1 THz. and the magnetic field values were 
0. 1,0.2 and 0.4T respectively. 
3.5.1 Discussion and conclusions 
Measurements for the energy dependence of the longitudinal susceptibility at 
small q show that the response is quasielastic, centered at c = 0, above and below 
T. This is in agreement with the results for Pd(10%)Fe (Mitchell et al (1984)) 
and Nickel (Mitchell (1987) unpublished). This form for the response func-
tion is consistent with that predicted by hydrodynamic theory (Forster (1975)). 
Measurements for the wavevector dependence of the longitudinal susceptibility 
could adequately be described by the mean field model. However this may be a 
consequence of the lower limit on the wavevector transfer accessible and/or the 
presence of a finite magnetic field at the sample: the magnetic field introduces 
a small energy gap at q=0 equal to 9I1BH  Fj s. The wavevector dependence 
of the longitudinal damping was found to be proportional to q2 and q4 for the 
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transverse damping as predicted by hydrodynamic theory. The poor statistical 
precision of the data for the field dependence of the longitudinal susceptibility 
precluded a detailed comparison with theory. Consequently the theoretically 
predicted divergence with decreasing field remains unobserved. A major techni-
cal difficulty in performing these measurements arose from the strong coherent 
nuclear component to the (002) Bragg reflection. It would be advantageous to 
perform similar measurements near the (111) Bragg reflection where the nuclear 
coherent contribution is considerably reduced because of destructive interference 
between the lattice of Eu2 ions and the lattice of 02 ions. 
Chapter 4 
Lead Magniobate: A system with competing 
interactions 
4.1 Introduction 
The discovery in 1945 that barium titanate exhibited a ferroelectric phase pro-
vided new impetus to the theoretical and experimental studies of the phe-
nomenon because of its simple crystal structure. The transition to the ferroelec-
tric state, where a spontaneous polarisation P exists, is accompanied by large 
anomalies in the permittivity which occur over a narrow temperature range,see 
Figure(4.1). Devonshire (1954) was successful in describing this anomaly and 
correlating other macroscopic effects using Landau theory,Section (1.2.1), with 
P as the order parameter. Progress in our understanding of the microscopic 
origin of the transition followed when Cochran (1960,1961) made the connection 
between lattice dynamics and ferro elect ricity through the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller 
(1941) relation. This relates the anomaly in the permittivity to the decrease in 
the frequency of a Brillouin zone centre transverse optic vibrational mode to-
wards zero as we approach the transition temperature. The associated "freezing 
in" of the atomic displacements determined by the mode eigenvector gives rise to 
the new low temperature structure. The microscopic origin of the temperature 
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Figure(4.1) Real part of the permittivity ,e, (a) for barium titanate , and (b) 
lead magniobate, plotted versus temperature for different values of the applied 
electric field frequency. 
dependence of this "soft" mode has been attributed to anharmonic interactions 
between the normal modes of vibration (Cowley (1963)) and to the anisotropic 
oxygen ion polarisability by Migoni (1976). Until quite recently these mod-
els provided a satisfactory description of the phase transitions in perovskites 
(Scott (1974)), 'generic chemical formula ABX 3 . However, disordered crystals 
having the formula ABB'X 3 may have phase transitions where the permit-
tivity anomaly is not described by the usual Curie-Weiss law and extends over 
tens or even hundreds of degrees. The temperature at which the permittivity 
maximum occurs decreases with the measuring field frequency ) Figure(4.1 b), 
and can be quenched by application of a large electric field. In addition to the 
absence of a soft mode the anomaly is accompanied by metastability, thermal 
and permittivity hysteresis effects that are analogous to the behaviour found in 
magnetic spin systems with competing interactions, Section (1.2.2). Competing 
interactions in structural systems may arise from the presence of random fields 
and/or frustration effects. 
Random electric dipole fields maybe created because the smaller cation sits 
in one of several crystallographically equivalent off centre symmetry positions 
due to the differing ionic radii of the B" and B' ions and the change in the 
local interatomic force constants. Frustration to establishing long range order 
may also occur if the pure crystals AB'X 3 and AB"X 3 form ferroelectric and 
antiferroelectric structures respectively. Clearly the random field and spin glass 
models are limiting cases of what may occur in real systems. At present it is not 
well understood how closely real structural systems approximate to either the 
spin glass model (Klein et al(1976), Aharony (1978)) or the random field model 
(Vugmeister (1984),(1985)). Experimentally the situation is complicated by the 
difficulty of distinguishing between the low temperature phase of the random 
field model , ordered regions , and the spin glass model ,randomly oriented 
dipoles, by bulk permittivity measurements and other techniques that require 
the application of an electric field. 
On cooling through the ferroelectric phase transition the order parameter may 
lie along any of the equivalent crystallographic directions in different regions of 
the crystal. The interfaces between these regions, because of the constraints 
imposed by lattice continuity and charge neutrality, are constrained to a small 
number of well defined crystallographic directions. Bruce (1981) has shown that 
these interfaces give rise to lines of diffuse x-ray scattering perpendicular to the 
interface and that the wavevector and temperature dependence provides detailed 
information about the interface width and the atomic displacements. In con-
trast the freezing in of randomly oriented dipoles is expected to give rise to a 
continuum of diffuse scattering that has only a weak wavevector dependence. 
Consequently the technique of x-ray diffraction may enable us to distinguish 
between the low temperature phases possible for systems with competing in-
teractions. We chose to study lead magniobate, PbMgNb 2 09 , because it has 
been widely studied by other techniques and the charge difference between Nb 
and Mg is sufficiently large that macroscopic inhomogeneity in the mixture is 
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unlikely because of the large electrical charge imbalance it would lead to. Conse- 
quently deviations from the Curie-Weiss law for the permittivity are intrinsic to 
the physics rather than transition rounding because of concentration gradients. 
The arrangement of the chapter is as follows. In Section (4.2) a review of previ-
ous experimental work is given. Section (4.3) contains a discussion of the theory 
for x-ray scattering by atomic fluctuations and domain walls in perovskite struc-
tures. In Section (4.4) the experimental details are outlined ) and in Section (4.5) 
measurements of the diffuse x-ray scattering as a function of temperature and 
electric field in the (001) and (OIl) crystallographic plane are reported. Fi-
nally in Section (4.6) a discussion of our results and those obtained by other 
experimental techniques is given and suggestions made for further work. 
4.2 Lead magniobate: a review 
Lead magniobate has the perovskite structure, generic formula ABX 3 , and is 
shown in Figure (4.2), with lattice parameter a = 4.04 A (Krause et al 1971). 
A is a monovalent or divalent metal ion, B is a tetra or pentavalent ion and X 
may be oxygen or fluorine. The distribution of magnesium and niobium ions on 
the crystallographic B site can be ordered in principle (Glasso (1969)) according 
to two adjacent (111) planes being composed of Nb ions followed by one (111) 
plane containing Mg ions. The observation of strongly broadened first order 
Raman lines (Smolensky et al(1976), Burns and Scott (1973)), forbidden by 
symmetry for an ideal cubic perovskite structure, and three Restrahiung bands, 
corresponding to 3 degenerate infra-red active vibrational modes, (Karamyan 
and Krainik (1973), Burns and Dacol (1983)) suggest the material is disordered 
on a macroscopic scale. 
Electron diffraction (Krause et al(1971), Krause et al (1979)) measurements 
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Figure 4.2 Ideal cubic perovskite structure showing the positions of atoms A.13 and X. The number of 
off-symmetry positions for the impurity atom B is determined by the displacement direction 
and the cubic point group symmetry. 
at room temperature indicate the existence of microscopic regions of ordering, 
about 20 - 50 A in extent, that may give rise to frustration effects because of 
the tendency of ordered and disordered lead perovsldtes to form antiferroelectric 
and ferroelectric structures respectively. The different ionic radii of magnesium 
and niobium, 0.72and 0.64 A respectively (Shannon (1976)), may also give rise 
to small electric dipoles which are randomly distributed throughout the crystal 
volume. 
The transition to the low temperature phase is characterised by a cusp in the 
permittivity (Schmidt et al (1981), Smolensky (1984) ), that extends over several 
hundred degrees ,a maxima at —8 ° C, and is not described by a Curie-Wiess 
law. The electric field dependence of the permittivity suggests the transition is 
second order (Bonner et a! (1967)). The permittivity magnitude depends on the 
amplitude and frequency of the applied electric field (Smolensky (1970)). A field 
of 26KV/cm suppresses the dielectric anomaly (Bonner et al (1967)) completely. 
Strong relaxation, hysteretic effects and anomalies in the specific heat at very 
low temperatures (Lawless (1976),(1977)) are also observed. 
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Raman scattering measurements (Kararnyan and Krainik (1973)) have failed to 
detect a soft zone center transverse optic mode with a frequency greater than 5 
CM -1 . The elastic moduli provide information about the transition because of the 
electrostrictive coupling in cubic materials between strain and the polarisation 
due to the soft mode phonon, (Thomas and Slowezewski (1970)). Broad 
minimu (Vu and Sladek (1982)) in the shear and longitudinal elastic moduli 
between 210K and 298K, were determined from ultrasonic measurements using 
a ceramic sample. Similar minimu in the shear moduli. were observed for 
single cystal samples (Smolensky and Yuskin (1985)) along with a maximum in 
the attention of the acoustic wave near the transition region. Smolensky et al 
(1976) have observed a similar softening of the elastic moduli using the technique 
of Brillouin scattering. The hydrostatic pressure dependence (Matheswaranthan 
and Sladek (1987)) of the elastic moduli determined by ultrasound suggests that 
the observed elastic anomaly is not due to a softening transverse zone centre optic 
mode. 
The integrated scattering of light (Smolensky et al(1976)) decreases with rising 
temperature until it vanishes at 360°C. The light scattering is attributed by 
the authors to the existence of small polar regions, around 10 7m in extent that 
are independent of temperature (Krainik and Trepakov (1982)). The scattering 
intensity is strongly suppressed by the application of an electric field of 6KV/cm. 
Further evidence for the existence of polarised regions above T is provided by 
measurements of the refractive index. The change in the refractive index is 
related to P 2  for cubic crystals (Nye (1957)). Burns and Scott (1973) have shown 
that deviations from the high temperature paraelectric behaviour expected for 
the refractive index begin at a temperature, Td , around 360°C and similar 
measurements (Korshunov et al (1983)) made with higher resolution suggest 
that Td is close to 600 °C. 
The permittivity has been determined for single crystals (Nadolniskaya et al 
(1987)) in the frequency range 0.1 - 104 Hz and temperatures from 83 to 650K. 
W. 
The results suggested the presence of three relaxation mechanisms that were 
attributed to thermally activated domain wall motion and subsequently sup-
ported by measurements made with an electric field applied (Nadolnisaya et 
al (1988)). 
Single crystal x-ray diffraction (Salnikov et al (1971)) measurements and Ra-
man scattering (Karamyan and Krainik (1973)) investigations suggest the low 
temperature phase is tetragonal. The extinction positions observed after exam-
ination of the sample in an electric field by polarised light are also consistent 
with a tetragonal structure (Bokov and Mylnokova (1961)). 
A peak in the permittivity anomaly is observed at a temperature of -8C. The anomaly 
is not consistent with a ferroelectric phase transition and has several properties that 
are characteristic of systems with a spin glass transition. In the absence of an applied 
electric field lead magniobate is isotropic below the permittivity anomaly. At present 
this has been attributed to the existence of either a random dipolar glass (Burns 
(1 986)) or many small ferroelectric domains. The objective of this study was to 
distinguish between these two possibilities by using the technique of x-ray diffraction. 
4.3 X-ray scattering 
In the following section the result for the dynamic structure factor in the one 
phonon approximation is given by (Bruce and Cowley (1981)) 




F1 (Q, qj) = 	f,(Q)M2(Q.e(Q, 	 (4.2) 
it 
and f,(Q) is the atomic form factor for atom ic in the unit cell. Q = r+ q, where 
r is a reciprocal lattice vector of the high temperature structure. "(qj) is the 
imaginary part of the dielectric susceptibility, and the conditions under which 
this quantity is directly related to S 1 (Q) are discussed in detail by Cochran 
(1969). All other symbo`ls. are as defined in section (2.2). It may be readily 
shown that if the behaviour of a mode is represented by a harmonic oscillator 
then "(qjj') is given by (Bruce and Cowley 1981): 
x"(qjj') = 	(2n(qj) + 1)6, 	 (4.3) c&'(qj) 
From equation (4.3) it is expected that the phonon branches with the lowest 
frequencies contribute most strongly to the scattering intensity. To obtain the explicit 
wavevector dependence of the one phonon scattering intensity the acoustic phonon 
dispersion relations are approximated by a single isotropic branch given by the 
relation , w=vq, where v is the phonon propagation velocity and w the phonon, 
frequency. Apart from constant prefactors the results for the one phonon structure 
factor in the high temperature Limit, kT> >11w, is given by: 
S'(Q)_ kBT F, (Q, 	1 2 (4.4) 2. 2
Vq 
— 
and similarily at low temperatures, liw )) kBT, 
S 1 (Q) = I Fi (Q,qj) 2 	 (4.5) vq 
The structure factor, equations (4.4) or (4.5), is largest atQBragg reflection. and at 
small q where the wavevector dependence of F,(Q,qj)I may be neglected, has a 
simple power law dependence. In general v depends on the crystallographic direction, 
and as a result the scattered x-ray distribution may be an anisotropic function of the 
wavevector transfer. The elastic moduli are proportional to v and may be 
determined by ultrasonic or Brillouin scattering experiments. 
Near a structural transition temperature the decrease in the frequency of a soft 
optic phonon mode and adjacent modes will also give rise to intense diffuse 
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scattering around the Bragg peaks that may be a highly anisotropic function of 
the wavevector transfer (Gesi (1975)). Assuming that the amplitude of vibration 
of the soft phonon mode is the order parameter the temperature dependence of 
"(qjj') follows readily from equation (1.8). 
4.3.1 Domain wall scattering 
In this section a simple model of a static ferroelectric domain wall is introduced 
for materials having a tetragonal perovskite structure. The theory of x-ray 
scattering by ferroelectric domain wails (Bruce (1981)) has been discussed for 
domain walls separating regions where the polarisation directions are oriented 
at 180'. Figure (4.3 a) line B-B'. The results relevant to the work presented in 
Section (4.5) are presented, and the analysis extended to the case of a domain 
wall that separates regions where the interfacial polarisation angle is 90 to one 
another, line A-A' Figure (4.3 a). This model represents the .domain configuration 
which is believed to occur in the low temperature phase of lead magniobate. 
If a unit cell in domain j scatters the incident x-ray beam with an amplitude 
D,(Q) the structure factor, A °(Q), for the domain wall is given by: 
A ° (Q) 	E D(Q)e) 	 (4.6) 
where the sum over j represents a sum over the two domains, and the sum over R runs 
over the unit cells in the j A domain. Figure (4.3 a) shows schematically a domain wall 
in the crystallographic (100) plane, where the interfacial polarisation angle is 180., and 
the crystal lattice is tetragonal. The domain wall is assumed to be flat and 
perpendicular to the [100] direction with a lattice cell dimension equal to a. The result 
for the intensity of the scattering by the domain wall in the (001) plane is then given 
(Bruce (198 1)) by: 
1(Q) = 4J F2 (Q) 
12 (qza)2 	
(4.7) 
where q is the component of q parallel to the [100] crystallographic direction and a is the 
lattice cell dimension. 	 69 
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Figure(4.3). (a) Domain wall orientations possible for a tetragonal unit cell, 
solid line. The tetragonailty is exaggerated. (b) The relationship between the 
mononclinic unit cell, dashed line, and the tetragonal unit cell. (c) The fig-
ure illustrates the relationship between the model for the domain wall and the 
symbols described in the text. 
where 
F2 (Q) = 	 (4.8) 
PC 
where R° is the equilibrium cubic phase atomic position and 14 the atomic 
displacement from it. The other symbols have been defined in section (4.2). We 
expect then to observe lines of diffuse scattering along the [1001 crystallographic 
direction denoted here q. Similarily it can be shown that a domain wall in the 
(010) plane gives rise to lines of scattering along the [010] direction 
The domain walls will not be perfectly fiat but may fluctuate about an average 
position because of entropy effects and pinning due to defects. Assuming that the 
domain wall centre fluctuates about a mean position with a Gaussian probability 
distribution the result for the amplitude A(Q) of the scattering by the domain 
wall (Bruce (1981)) is obtained: 
<A(Q) >= e 2 A °,(Q) 	 (4.9) 
where .A determines the probability distribution and is a measure of the wall 
width and Q2 is the component of Q perpendicular to the wall. The effect of 
the wall roughness is to decrease the scattering intensity at higher order Bragg 
reflections and modify the wavevector dependence. 
The analysis (Bruce 198 1) is now extended to include the case where the po-
larisation is oriented at 45 0  to the domain wall. A schematic diagram of this 
situation is shown in Figure (4.3 b). The high temperature phase is referred to 
a set of axis that correspond to the [110] and [010] direction of the cubic unit 
cell. The atomic positions in the low temperature phase may then be written as 
a small and continuous displacement from their high temperature equilibrium 
positions. The angle between the polarisation direction for domains adjacent to 
the domain wall is not exactly 90 0  but differs because of the tetragonality of the 
unit cell. The walls then contain kite shaped cells as shown in Figure(4.36)that 
are strained. We have incorporated this effect by including a term A, for the 
lattice periodicity of the cells adjacent to the domain wall, Figure (4.3 c). 
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In order that we may write D=D°. + ili , (Bruce (1981), equation 8 :note the change 
of notation), the atomic displacements are resolved parallel and perpendicular to the 
domain wall and the latter component subsumed into the D' term. In anticipation of 
the experimental results cost and sine' are approximated by I and 1' respectively. 
Following the analysis of Bruce (198 1) the result for l(Q)in the (00 1) plane is obtained: 





F3(Q) = (> f(Q)e 	( + -I-) cos(Q.z) - sin(Q.z))) 	(4.11) 
In order to understand qualitatively the distribution of x-ray scattering in reciprocal 
space it is assumed that A =0.0, and u.(1±q) is approximately (Q .u). In the (001) 
plane the wavevector transfer may be resolved as Q= h + q and Q, = k + q, where h 
and k are the cubic miller indices, and Q = (Q ; , 4,0) r.1.u. The structure factors 
,(Q.u), for wavevector scans along the [110] and [110] directions are [h-k] and 
[h-k+2q]2 respectively, for h and k positive. This gives rise to an asymmetry in the 
scattering intensity around each Bragg reflection; the sense of the asymmetry is 
reversed when k is negative. 
4.3.2 Summary 
Diffuse x-ray scattering is due to fluctuations in the electron density from the 
translationally invariant part. These fluctuations may be static, domain walls, 
or dynamic such as phonons. It is impossible to distinguish between static and 
dynamic effects with x-ray scattering, however the wavevector and temperature 
dependence of the scattering intensity may favour a particular interpretation. 













Figure(4.4) The ratio of K,,, , K0 , K,3 and the continuum under normal operating 
conditions is 1 : : j-. The intensity scale is distorted and the fine structure 
in K0 and K0 is not resolved. 
4.4 Triple crystal x-ray spectrometer 
The general layout and principles of the triple crystal x-ray diffractometer are 
the same as the triple crystal neutron spectrometer reviewed in Section (3.4). 
In the following section the modifications introduced because of the different 
spectral characteristics of an x-ray and neutron source are discussed. 
The spectral output of a Cu target excited by 30KV electrons is shown in Figure 
(4.4). It is composed , to a first approximation, of a number of characteristic 
lines superimposed upon the Bremstrahlung continuum. The Bremstrahlung 
radiation results from the decceleration of the incident electrons through elec-
tromagnetic interaction with the target material. The cutoff of this continuum 
is determined by the incident energy of the electrons and is controlled by the 
accelerating potential across the x-ray tube. The characteristic x-ray lines are 
due to radiative transitions between atomic electron energy levels as a result 
of collisions with the impinging electrons. The lower electronic energy levels are 
denoted by the letters K, L and M. Transitions between the K-L, and K-M shells 
are known respectively as K. and K0 radiation. Because the electrons in the L 
and M shell are not all degenerate in energy the K. radiation is really a doublet 
and the K0 line has even more structure. 
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The choice of wavelength for a diffraction experiment is limited by the suitabil-
ity of a material as a target and the technique. Consequently copper because 
of its good heat conduction properties and the matching of the K radiation 
wavelength to lattice parameters is preferred for general crystallographic pur-
poses unless there is a particular reason to the contrary. One such reason is 
the existence of an x-ray absorption edge, for one of the constituent elements 
of the specimen under study, at a slightly larger wavelength than the incident 
radiation. The emitted fluorescence can give rise to an intense background and 
another radiation maybe preferred such as Ag, Mo, C or Fe. 
The x-ray source for the Edinburgh triple crystal spectrometer is a rotating 
copper anode with line focal spot. The intrinsic limit to the intensity of the 
radiation emitted per unit area from the focal spot of an x-ray tube is set by 
the rate of heat conduction through the material. By rotating the anode and 
employing a line focal spot, viewed at a small angle ,Figure (4.5 a), a large 
increase in intensity is obtained when compared to that from a conventional 
x-ray tube. 
The schematic outline of the spectrometer is shown in Figure (4.5 b). Unlike the 
neutron spectrometer case the monochromator setting angle 6m  and the analyser 
setting angle 9 remain fixed throughout the measurements. The mosiac spread 
9 for the crystals used varied from a few thousands of a degree for Bragg 
reflection from (111) planes of silicon to tenths of a degree for Bragg reflection 
from the (002) planes of graphite. Consequently the wavelength composition of 
the reflected beam differs in each case. Graphite removes the K, component of 
the incident radiation and, apart from the higher harmonics of the K line, the 
Bremstrahlung. However1 even by inserting a narrow slit to control the incident 
beam divergence and give an effective mosaic spread smaller than the physical 
one it is not possible to remove the Ka3 component. 
Silicon is a cubic crystal having the diamond structure and therefore has an 
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The reflected wavelength is determined by Bragg's law, 2dsine=nx where d is the crystal 
interplanar spacing of the monochromator, and e the angle in the scattering plane between 
this plane and the incident beam. At a fixed angle of incidence and interplanar spacing, the 
range of wavelengths that satisfy the Bragg condition is determined by the angular spread of 
the incident beam and mosaic spread of the monochromator. Under the present experimental 
conditions the beam is sufficiently well collimated, and the mosaic spread, L8, of the 
monochrómator small enough that the condition for a Bragg reflection is satisfied only for the 
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Figure(4.5). (a) Schematic diagram of the anode head. (b) Schematic diagram 
of an x-ray spectrometer reproduced from Lucas (1988). 
accidental absence for the (222) Bragg reflection. Consequently the reflected 
beam is almost free from contamination by the first higher order harmonic. 
For perfect crystals the relationship between wavelength and direction in real 
space introduced by Bragg reflection may be taken advantage of to remove the 
K 3 component by insertion of a narrow slit after the monochromator. The 
wavelength spread of the incident beam is then determined by the Ka1 linewidth 
and this configuration is used for very high resolution diffraction studies. 
The rotation axes of the sample crystal, 'I', and analyser/detector system , 
are coaxial, see Figure(4.5 b), and their positioning is controlled by a PDP/11 
microcomputer. This allows intensity measurements to be made and recorded 
automatically along preselected directions in the diffraction plane with step sizes 
down to 0.001 0 . 
The detector was a Xe(CH 4 ) proportional counter with an active area larger 
than the transmitted beam area. The proportional counter is a gas filled cylin-
drical chamber with a central wire (anode) held at a positive potential '600V. 
As the x-ray beam passes through the chamber electrical pulses, due to primary 
and secondary ionisation processes, are produced, the amplitude and number of 
which are proportional to the incident beam energy and intensity respectively. 
This signal is then fed, to an electrical circuit known as a pulse height discrimi-
nator which passes only pulies within a narrow preselected amplitude (voltage) 
range to an amplifier. After amplification the counts are recorded over a preset 
time interval by a meter. The bandwidth of the discriminator is a compromise 
between energy resolution and allowance for the variation in pulse height due to 
the statistical nature of the arrival times of the photons and the finite recovery 
time of the detector. The FWHM of the detector resolution is 1.3 KeV for x-rays 
having an energy of 8 KeV. This is more than adequate to discriminate against 
the higher harmonics of the incident radiation, having energies of 16KeV and 
24KeV respectively, when using graphite for the monochromator and analyser 
crystals. 
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4.4.1 Resolution function of an x-ray spectrometer 
The quantitative analysis of x-ray scattering data collected using a triple crystal 
x-ray spectrometer requires a detailed knowledge of the instrumental resolution 
and is analogous to the situation described in Section (3.4) for data collected 
with a neutron spectrometer. The x-ray scattering data presented later in this 
chapter are preliminary measurements and have been treated qualitatively. Con-
sequently only the features of instrumental resolution salient to the experiments 
are reviewed here. 
The inapplicability of the Gaussian approximation (Cowley 1986) for several res-
olution components of a triple crystal x-ray diffractometer may result in qualita-
tive as well as quantitative differences in the shape of the resolution function in 
reciprocal space, when compared to the neutron spectrometer case. Specifically, 
the use of perfect crystals as monochromator and analyser, means that dynam-
ical diffraction theory must be used to describe the diffraction of the incident 
radiation and the result of this theory is the existence of r  tails in the reflectiv-
ity or Darwin curve, where 9 is the angular deviation from the nominal ray at 
the Bragg angle. Consequently the Darwin curve describing the monochroma-
tor and analyser crystals gives rise to deviations in the direction to the incident 
beam and consequently to a streak of intensity from each crystal around the 
observed Bragg reflections. The theoretical derivation for the location of the 
streaks in reciprocal space from each of the resolution elements, monochromator 
and analyser crystals and wavelength spread, AA, has been discussed lucidly 
previously (Lucas (1988)). Therefore only the relevant results are presented 
and these are shown schematically in Figure (4.6). 
Cowley (1986) has approximated the Darwin width of the Bragg reflection by 
a Gaussian having the appropriate widtitThe resolution function calculated within 
the Cooper-Nathans formalism, assuming the sample contribution to be negligi- 
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Figure (4.6) The resolution function obtained for silicon monochromator and 
analyser crystals. Streaks from each of the resolution components decided by 
arrows are shown. qand qare components of q resolved parallel and per- 
It 	I 
pendicular to Q. 
ble, is in good agreement with the experimental iso-contours until the intensity 
is less than 5% of the maximum. The principle finding of the work is the com-
plicated variation of the resolution function FWHM parallel and perpendicular 
to the wavevector transfer. Cowley has suggested that the quantitative mea-
surement of x-ray scattering intensity in the form of rods should be measured 
by making wavevector scans perpendicular to the rods. Apart from polarisa-
tion and absorption factors the resolution function is then independent off and 
the integrated intensity is then proportional to the scattering power of the rod. 
This result is important for the correct interpretation of the diffuse scattering 
by domain wails. 
Polarisation, R, and absorption, Ra, corrections to the data for the extended 
face geometry assuming the sample intersects all the beam are given below 
(Luger 1980) 
= (i + Cos 2 29n.i CO3 2 WCO3 2 29A) 	 (4.12) 
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R 
- 	 3ifl('-W) 
R. -  .sinW + sin(e - 'I') 	
(4.13) 
All symbols are defined in Figure(4.5 b). 
4.4.2 Experimental arrangement 
The x-ray source was operated at 3KW with a copper target. CuKc. x-rays 
(cr j = 1.54051A,a 2 = 1.54451A (Bragg (1947)) were used and the focal spot of 
the rotating anode tube was a vertical line of height 3mm and width 0.3mm, 
viewed ata take-off angle of 6 ° . 
Measurements of the diffuse x-ray scattering were performed using pyrolytic 
graphite monochromator and analyser crystals because the diffuse scattering 
was expected to be extremely weak. The instrumental FWHM parallel and per-
pendicular to the wavevector transfer was o.00sA-' and 0.002A' respectively 
at the (300) Bragg reflection. A vertical slit placed between the monochromator 
and sample crystal limited the vertical divergence of the beam and produced a 
resolution perpendicular to the scattering plane of oaA_1. 
The samples were single crystal (001) plates of size 3 x 4.7 x 2.2mm 3 and 4 x 
1.7 x 1mm 3 . They were cut from a boule supplied by G. Burns of IBM and 
are denoted in the results section as sample 1 and sample 2 respectively. The 
quality was assessed after mechanical polishing by examination in unpolarised 
light with an optical microscope and by measurement of the Bragg reflection 
rocking curve with the diffractometer in the high resolution configuration. The 
samples were found to be free of inclusions and sample 1 to have a rocking curve 
width of 0.018 ° . 
The sample was oriented in an extended face geometry on the diffractometer with 
either a [001] or [OIl] axis vertical and perpendicular to the scattering plane. 
By alternately mounting the crystal in a variable temperature furnace or closed 
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cycle helium refrigerator the temperature could be varied from 620K to 12K. 
The absolute temperature was accurate to ± 2K at the maximum temperature 
attainable and to better than ±0.5K for 273z T <483K, while the temperature 
stability was controlled to within ±0.25K. At the lowest temperature of 12K 
the stability was ±0.1K and better than ±0.5K for 12k< T < 273K, while the 
absolute temperature was accurate to ±0.5K. An electric field could be applied 
via silver plate electrodes to the (100) face. For these measurements the sample 
was attached to a ceramic plate that was in turn mounted on the cold finger of 
the cryostat. 
High resolution diffraction measurements using a silicon monochromator and 
analyser crystal were made with the sample oriented with a [001] axis vertical. 
The generator operated at 0.4KW and the CuK a3 component in the incident 
radiation was cut off by the knife edge of the divergence slit B, gure(4.5 b); 
set at a distance of 200mm from the monochromator. This arrangement gave a 
resolution parallel and perpendicular to the scattering vector of 0.002)_1  and 
0.0016A- ' respectively at the (400) Bragg peak. 
4.5 Results 
4.5.1 Diffuse scattering in the (001) plane 
Measurements of the x-ray diffuse scattering with no field applied to the sam-
ple were collected around all accessible Bragg reflections in the (001) scattering 
plane for sample 1. The x-ray scattering is shown in Figure (4.7a) to have ridges 
of intensity extending from the Bragg reflections along the [110] and r3tal10-
graphically equivalent directions to the Brillouin zone centre. Similar streaks at 
low temperatures (77 K) were observed by Krause et al(1971) using the tech-
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Figure (4.7). (a) A map showing the form of the iso-intensity contours obtained 
around all accessible Bragg reflections in the (001) plane for wavevector transfers 
Q = (Q3, Q,, 0) at low temperatures. H and K refer to the [100] and [0 10] cubic 
axes. (b) A grid wavevector scan over the (410) Bragg reflection showing the 
wavevector dependence of the scattering intensity in more detail. 
The hatched area in the figure denotes the region where the Contour levels are plotted in 
intervals of 2000 counts/30 s, elsewhere the contours are plotted in intervals of 200 
counts/30 s. 
shown in Figure (4.8) for scans along the [110] and [110) direction around the 
(410) and (300) Bragg reflections. Cubic or tetragonal symmetry for centrosym-
metric crystals constrains the scattering intensity in the (001) plane to have 
mirror symmetry about the [100] axis direction. The anisotropy in intensity for 
the (300) Bragg reflection about the [100] direction may be due to a systematic 
error or a non symmetric space group. Application of the absorption and polari-
sation corrections , equations (4.12.) and (4.13), decreased the asymmetry to less 
than 3%. This residual discrepancy may reflect the simplicity of the assumptions 
made to derive the analytic form for the corrections applied. 
The wavevector dependence of the diffuse scattering by acoustic phonons ,equa-
tionç(4.4) and (4.5), or 180° and 90° domain walls, equations (4.7) and (4.10) 
respectively, should obey a power law around each Bragg reflection for q<< 
Consequently the diffuse scattering intensity 1(q) was fitted to the empirical form given 
by: 
I(q) = Aiq_A2 + A3 + AA 	 (4.14) 
where A 1 ..A 4 were parameters determined by the least squares method. Param-
eters A 3 to A 4 were identified with a linear background due to the processes 
discussed in the summary of Section (4.3.2) ) and A 1 is a scale factor. The pro-
gram called donifit was written in Fojtran 77 and ran on the ICL 2900 computer. 
Values for x2  were close to 1.0 for all the data fitted and Figure (4.8) shows equa-
tion (4.14) provides a good representation of the data for 0.03 <q < 0.15 r.l.u. 
The data were only fitted over this range because the results obtained were less 
sensitive to the estimate for the background contribution. 
From Section (4.3) phonon scattering gives values for A 2 '< 2, and for domain 
wall scattering A 2  >. 2. The values for A 2 obtained from fitting equation(4.14) 
to the data around the favourable Bragg reflections, Table (4.1), for wavevec-
tor scans along the [110] direction are close to two. The Debye temperature 
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Figure(4.8). (a) and (b) show the x-ray scattering observed for wavevector trans-
fers along the [110]Aand [llOjadirections. The solid line is a least squares fit to 
equation (4.14) in the text and the experimental conditions are noted by the 
insert. The errorbars are smaller than the symbols used to represent each data 
point. 
HKL(Texnp K) 300(16K) I 	310(16K) 	II 320(16K) 	11 330(16K) 11 400(16K) 410(16K) 420(16K) 
A2 (110) 
A2 (1I0) 
2.3 ± 0.05 
2.3 ± 0.05 
2.9 ± 0.1 
2.1 ± 0.06 
3.0 ± 0.2 
1.83 ± 0.05 
2.7 ± 0.3 
1.94 ± 0.09 
2.38 ± 0.1 
2.4 ± 0.07 
2.6 ± 0.1 
2.4 ± 0.1 
2.8 ± 0.15 
1.9±0.08 
RKL(Temp K) 1 30D ..(bK1 3o(150 3X(V40K.) 300(170K) 300(300$) 300(373K 300(543K) 
A2(11O) 2.3 ± 0.05 2.16 ± 0.04 1.8 ± 0.02 1.67 ± 0.07 1.7 ± 0.1 1.47 ± 0.1 1.48 ± 0.1 
Table(4.1) shows the values for A2 obtained by fitting equation (4.14) to the 
data. The errors quoted do not include an estimate of systematic ones. 
calorimetric (Fouskova (198 1)) measurements were used to estimate that equation (4.4) 
described the one phonon scattering for q <0.05 du. This suggests that A 1 should be 
equal to one for q >0.05 rlu. The values of Aobtained from the fitting procedure are 
systematically higher in the (1101 direction than the [110] direction. This may in part 
be due to the increased difficulty in accurately subtracting the background because of 
poorer statistics. Substituting the values for elastic moduli determined by Brilloiun 
scattering (Smolensky et al (1976)) in equation (44) the result is obtained that for 
temperatures less than 200 K, the phonon scattering is isotropic around the Bragg 
reflection. 
The temperature dependence of the scattering intensity as a function of wavevector is 
shown in Figure (4.9). The scattering decreases markedly when the temperature is 
raised above 1, and remains almost constant for temperatures below I. It is expected, 
equation (44), that the phonon scattering intensity increases linearily whh 
temperature. Inclusion of two and higher order phonon scattering processes in 
equation (4.1) would change this simple temperature dependence but the intensity 
would still increase with temperature. Scattering by a soft transverse optic mode would 
give a divergence in the diffuse scattering intensity close to T,  equation (4.1) and 
(1.8). This is not consistent with the data shown in Figure (4.9). The intensity of 
scattering by domain was is proportional to the number of domin walls and the atomic 
displacements within the wall, equation (4.11). An increase in the number of domain 
walls concomitant with the expected decrease in the atomic displacement magnitude as 
T is approached would give a temperature dependent scattering intensity consistent 
with that shown in Figure (4.9). 
It is therefore proposed that the scattering is by interfaces seperating small ferroeleciric 
domains within which the polarisation is oriented along the 11001 and 
crystal lographically equivalent directions. The absence of oscillations in the 
wavevector dependence of the scattering intensity suggests 
4.30 
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Figure(4.9).(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of the intensity ob-
served with the diffractorneter set at the wavevector noted by the insert. The 
data recorded using the furnace were normalised at room temperature to the 
data taken in the cryostat. The errorbars at each point are smaller than the size 
of the symbol anA 'r3oO. 
(Bruce 1981) that the maximum domain wall width is one lattice constant. 
Figure (4.10) shows the intensity of scattering for scans transverse to the ridge 
of scattering along the [ITO] direction, close to the (300) Bragg reflection. The 
width of the streak decreases as we approach the Bragg peak until at q = (.05, 
.05, 0) r.l.0 where it becomes comparable to the magnitude of the resolution 
limit. The shoulder on the peak centred at q = (.05, .05, 0) r.l.0 was temperature 
independent and is believed to be due to the crystal mosaic. 
The lineshape of the diffuse x-ray scattering measured for wavevector scans transverse 
to the streak direction was fitted to the empirical form: 
1(q) = B1 
 q2 + B + B3 + B 4q 	
(4.15) 
where B 1 ..B4  were parameters determined by the least squares method. B3 and 
B4  where identified with the background due to process described inSection (43.1) 
B 1 is an overall scale factor and B 2 an intrinsic wavevector width. Several typical 
wavevector scans and fits are shown in Figure (4.10) and equation (4.15) is shown 
to give a good representation of the data. Typical values for x2  obtained from 
the procedure above were about 1.0 for the data fitted. Other functional forms 
were tried, Gausssian and Lorentzian squared, but equation (4.15) consistently 
gave the best fit as judged by x2 . 
Figure(4. 11) shows the values for B  obtained from the fitting procedure described 
above plotted as a function of temperature. The streak width depends on the 
wavevector, and at the lowest temperature is not resolution limited. This suggests that 
the domain is not of macroscopic extent parallel to the wall. The parameter BL is 
independent of temperature below T and suggests that the domain interface 
roughness is dominated by impurity defects. However, as the sample temperature is 
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Figure(4. 10) X-ray scattering intensity observed for wavevector scans transverse to the 
streak of diffuse scattering along the 11101 directions. The solid line is a least squares 
fit to equation (4. 15) in the text and the data points are shown with errorbars. The 
midpoint of the wavevector scan is determined by the insert and the sample 
temperature was 60K. 
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Figure(4. 10) X-ray scattering intensity observed for wavevector scans transverse to the 
streak of diffuse scattering along the .11  101 direction. The solid line is a least squares 
fit to equation (4.15) in the text and the data points are shown with errorbars. The 
midpoint of the wavevector scan is determined by the insert and the sample 
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Figure(4. 10) X-ray scattering intensity observed for wavevector scans transverse to the 
streak of diffuse scattering along the I 1101 direction. The solid line is a least squares 
fit to equation (4.15) in the text and the data points are shown with errorbars. The 
midpoint of the wavevector scan is determined by the insert and the sample 
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Figure(4. LI) shows the parameter BLdetermined  by the fitting procedure discussed in 
the text plotted as a function of temperature and shown with errorbars. The 
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Figure(4. II) shows the parameter Bdetermined by the fitting procedure discussed in 
the text plotted as a function of temperature and shown with errorbars. The 
parameters rand q at which the diffractometer was set are noted by the insert. 
freezing out of small ferroelectric domains, distributed throughout the crystal 
volume, at a Curie temperature determined by the extent of local deviation from 
stoiciometry. 
Domain growth may be equivalent to a change in the domain roughness. In Section 
(4.3) it was shown that as the domain wall roughens the scattering intensity is 
decreased by a Debye-Waller like factor. Wavevector scans were therefore made 
along the [I 101 and 11101 directions around all the accessible reflections for a fixed 
temperature in the range 16K to 540K. Figure (4.12) shows the wavevector 
dependence of the scattering intensity near the (300) Bragg reflection. The data were 
fitted to equation (4-14) by the method described in Section (4.3. 1) and the values of 
A. obtained are presented in Table (4.1). The parameter A,decreases slightly with 
temperature. This suggests that there is no roughening, of the domain walls. 
However, in this temperature range the number of domain walls and atomic 
displacements decreases with a concomitant and significant decrease in scattering 
intensity. Therefore, the accurate subtraction of the background scattering is critical. 
This is a difficult task over a large temperature range, because the exact temperature 
dependence of the background is unknown. 
In this section the wavevector and temperature dependences of the x-ray scattering 
measured around the (300) Bragg reflection have been reported in detail. Results 
obtained around other reflections were qualitatively similar. The results presented 
were obtained by heating the sample steadily after one particular cooling When the 
sample was thermally cycled the x-ray scattering intensity changed, and was 
systematically higher or lower by around 10-20%. This lack of reproducibility is 
characteristic of systems with metastable states and competing interactions. However 
the values for AL  and B obtained by fitting equations(4.14) and (4.15) to the data 
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Figure(4.12) shows a typical wavevector scan along the [110] direction. The 
solid line is a result of a fit to equation (4.14); the erroibars are smaller than 
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Figure(4.12) shows a typical wavevector scan along the [110] direction. The 
solid line is a result of a fit to equation (4.14); the errorbars are smaller than 
the physical symbols that represent each point. 
Careful wavevector scans along the [100] direction at 12K through the (400) 
cubic phase Bragg reflection did not resolve any peak splitting because of the 
formation of tetragonal domains with a c axis parallel or perpendicular to the 
crystal face. Further measurements were made using higher resolution and are 
reported in the next section. 
4.5.2 High resolution diffraction measurements 
High resolution x-ray diffraction measurements were made between 12K and 
room temperature. Below T the absence of the cubic phase Bragg reflection 
splitting into two peaks along the [100] direction because of the formation 
of tetragonal domains suggests both the absence of a macroscopic symmetry 
change in the low temperature phase and long range order. Andrews(1985) 
has reported a similar result for the low temperature phase of KTa03 :1.6%Li 
and KTa0 3 1.7%Nb. Courtens et al (1983) have observed the absence of 
-  
a macroscopic symmetry change for RA,-.,DP 
:1. 
 crystals for x in the range 
0.22 < z < 0.8. More detailed measurements of the Bragg peak lineshape 
for wavevector scans along the [100] direction were made for temperatures be-
tween 12K and 300K. The Bragg peak lineshapes were fitted by the method of 
least squares to the sum of two Lorenztians and a linear background. This is the 
functional form which gave the best fit, as judged by x2 • The combined FWHM 
of the fitted functions were temperature independent and an upper bound of 
1.0017 ± (5) was placed on the S ratio. This is consistent with single crystal 
x-ray diffraction measurements (Sizykh et al(1987)) that reported a splitting 
along the [100] axis of 0.0004A -1 at low temperatures. Use of the empirical 
relationships between atomic displacement and T (Abrahams et al (1968)) 
give a value for c/a = I.0029+(5). The value for T was obtained from the 
permittivity measurements of Bonner et al (1967). 
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Solid solutions of ferroelectric RbH2PO4 and antiferroelectric NH4HLPO4 are denoted 
Rb S NHH2.PO4, where x refers to the fraction of each component. The deuterated 
compound, hydrogen replaced with deuterium, is known by the acronym RADP, where R, A, 
D, and P denote Rhubidium, Ammonia, Deuterium and Phosphorous respectively. 
Barium titanate has a spontaneous polarisation value of 26,tc/cm 2 and 
is similar to that of lead magniobate, 20 1tLc/cm 2 . However on cooling barium 
titanate from the cubic to the tetragonal phase the cubic Bragg reflection is 
clearly split into several peaks from which a S ratio of around 1.01 may be esti-
mated. This suggests that the magnitude of the polarisation may be extremely 
inhomogeneous in lead magniobate. 
4.5.3 Diffuse scattering in the (OIl) plane 
In order to validate the domain wall model discussed in Section (4.3. 1), further diffuse 
scattering measurements were made in the (Oil) plane. Wavevector scans 
perpendicular to the 101 1] and [Oil] directions around all accessible Bragg reflections 
were made and are shown in Figure (4.13) for the (300) Bragg reflection. The data 
shown in the figure suggest that the scattering intensity in this plane is negligible. 
This is consistent with the result for the structure factor for 90. walls, equation (4. II). 
calculated for this plane. Along the high symmetry directions, such as the 11101, the 
phonon modes are constrained by symmetry to be purely transverse or longitudinal. 
From equations (4.1) and (4.2) the phonon structure factor is non-zero for a 
longitudinal and transverse acoustic mode with JE parallel and perpendicular 
respectively to the [I 10] direction. This is further support for the intrepretation of the 
results given in these sections. 
Figure (4.14) shows a grid wavevector scan over the (300) Bragg reflection at 
room temperature. Streaks of diffuse scattering along the [211] and crystallo-
graphically equivalent directions are clearly visible. This scattering was found 
around all reflections accessible, (400), (300), (411), (411), (311) and (311) in the 
plane. Qualitatively the scattering was similar to that in the (001) plane. The 
scattering intensity along the [211] and [211] directions became more anistropi 
with increasing wavevector transfer and decreased in intensity after heating from 
12K to room temperature. Figure (4.15) shows the wavevector dependence of 
the scattering along the ridge of intensity compared to that found in the (001) 
plane. The values obtained for -42  and E2, by the fitting procedure described 
84 
. Under the experimental conditions the term (ijr+q)) is well approximated by (Q.u). Scans 
close to (300) have Q close to the direction given by [100]. Substitution of the direction vectors 
Q=[100] and u.=[011] into the term (Q.t, with the exception of constants, gives the result for 
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Figure(4.13) shows the x-ray scattering intensity observed when the wavevector 
transfer was varied along the [100] direction in the (01 1) plane and when the 
wavevector transfer was varied along the [110], , in the (001)plane. The mid 
point of the scan is noted by the inset and the solid line is a guide to eye. 
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Figure(4.14). A contour map of the x-ray scattering intensity in the (01 1) plane 
around the (300) Bragg reflection at room temperature. H and K denote the 
[100] and [0111 cubic crystallographic direction. 
in Section(4.5.1), are the same Awithin error, as those obtained for the data pre-
sented inSection (4.5.1) This suggests that the physical origin may be the same 
for the streaks along [011] and [211] type crystallographic directions. 
Scans through all the accessible q = ( H}) r..0 positions in the plane showed the 
presence of very weak superlattice peaks as reported in the electron diffraction 
measurements of Krause et al(1971,1979). Great care was taken to eliminate 
the possibility of A contamination as the possible origin of the scattering. A 
wavevector scan along the [010] direction through the superlattice reflection 
position is shown in Figure (4.16). The wavevector dependence and intensity 
of the scattering was found to be independent of temperature between 12Kand 545K 
The simplest empirical form that represented the superlattice peak, as judged by Xwas a 
Gaussian. The resolution contribution to the width of the Gaussian fitted to the peak by the 
method of least squares was assumed to be negligible. The value obtained by this procedure 
for the peak width suggests that the ordering is isotropic and extends over 10 to 20 unit cells. 
Krause et al(1979) 	attribute these 
superlattice reflections to the partial ordering of Mg and Nb ions on the B site 
over microscopic distances 
The destruction of sample 1 required further measurements to be made with a 
second crystal, sample 2. However these measurements showed the presence of 
intense streaks, in the form of arcs, near the (300) Bragg reflection and Q = (3.5 
0.5 0.5) r.l.0 superlattice position, Figure(4.17), that were identified as powder 
lines from the (211) and (222) cubic phase Bragg reflections. These reflections 
have low Bragg angles, around 300,  and consequently are sensitive to the surface 
quality. The presence of intense powder lines around the favourable reflections 
for study prevented further more detailed measurements of the wavevector and 
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Figure(4.15). X-ray scattering observed for wavevector transfers near the (300) 
Bragg reflection when the wavevector transfer was varied along the [211] di-
rection in the (OIl) planeA, and the [110], &rectiox.)n the (001) plane. The 
errorbars are smaller than the symbols used to represent the, data points and 
the temperature was 200K. 
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Figure(4.16). X-ray scattering observed for wavevector transfers along the [001] 
direction through the Q (2.5 0.5 0.5) superlattice reflection. The 
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Figure(4.17) A grid wavevector scan in the (Oil) plane centred near 	the Q = 
(3.35,0.35,O..35)r.l.0 position showing the wavevector dependence of the diffuse 
scattering observed along the <211> type crystallographic directions. The 
scattering intensity was recorded for 30 seconds at each point and the sample 
temperature was 30K. The superlattice reflection at Q = (3.5,0.5,O.5)r.I.0 is 
shown clearly alsoat X. 
4.5.4 Electric field dependence of the diffuse scattering 
The results reported in this section were obtained using sample2 oriented with 
an [0 0 11 axis vertical. In this geometry the (3 0 0) Bragg reflection is much 
less sensitive to the quality of the crystal surface because of the higher Bragg 
angles of the neighbouring reflections: all measurements subsequently presented 
were performed here. After cooling through the transition in an electric field of 
10KV/cm applied along the [010] direction wavevector scans were made along 
the [110] type directions as a function of temperature. The intensity is al-
most temperature independent below 280 K, Figure (4.18), and is in qualitative 
agreement with the results presented in Section(4.5.1). The scattering intensity 
is suppressed compared to that obtained with no field applied, Figure (4.19). 
It is energetically favourable for the dipole moment to align, subject to crystal 
constraints, along the field direction. It is believed that the scattering is suppressed 
because of the preferential domain growth along the electric field direction with a 
concomitant decrease in the number of domain walls. •i 
The state prepared above is known as the field cooled state (FC) and is distinct 
from the zero field cooled state (ZFC) that is obtained by cooling below the 
transition temperature and then applying a field. For systems where random 
field effects may be important these states are different,and the ZFC state is 
expected to grow in time logarithmically slowly (Amin (1989)) towards the FC 
state. Memory'effec±s are known to be important for such systems and therefore 
the sample was annealed at room temperature for 12 hours after performing the 
field cooled measurements. Measurements of the diffuse scattering along the 
[110] direction for the ZFC state are shown in Figure (4.20) and the relaxation 
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Figu.re(4.18). X-ray scattering observed for wavevector transfer scans along the. 
[110] direction near the (300) Bragg reflection at a temperature noted by the 
insert and an applied electric field of 10 KV/cm. 
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Figure(4.19). X-ray scattering observed for wavevector transfer scans along the 
[110] direction near the (300) Bragg reflection. The experimental conditions 
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Figure(4.20). X-ray scattering observed for wavevector transfer scans along the 
[110] direction near the (300) Bragg reflection at a temperature of 150K. The 
experimental conditions are noted by the insert. 
Wavevector scans perpendicular to the streak of diffuse were also performed for 
the FC and ZFC cases. The data were analysed as described in Section (4.5.1) 
and the results given inTable (4.2). Surprisingly the values for B2 for the ZFC 
and FC states are ,within statistical error, the same as for the NFA state. If 
the domain model is correct the growth of the domains under the action of the 
applied field should result in an increase in the lateral dimension of the wall 
and a subsequent decrease in the width of the diffuse scattering. The failure 
to observe this result may well be due to the poor statistical precision of the 
data and the long tiniescales (Aniin (1989)) required for the domains to reorient 
themselves and reach equilibrium. 
The cubic phase Bragg reflections did not split into several peaks even after 
cooling the sample to 12K. The presence of diffuse scattering ruled out the 
possibility of a single domain sample. The resolution for these measurements 
was improved by 20% over those values given in Section (4.2.1) by reducing 
the size of the vertical and horizontal dimension of the pre-monochromator slit 
Section(4.3). Sizykh et al (1987) report a lattice parameter change, c-a, of 
0.002A', for a field of 7.5KV/cm applied along the [001] direction. This is 
consistent with the failure to observe any change in the lattice parameter within 
the experimental resolution of 0.002 A 
Attempts to perform further measurements of the diffuse scattering and Bragg 
reflections at higher fields were unsuccessful because the electrical insulation in 
the cryostat failed at 15KV/cm. 
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q(r1u) 	IIB2 experimental conditions B1 
0.05 0.05 0.0 13.3 ± 2.1 ZFC 3943 ± 223 
0.1 0.1 0 11.1 ± 4.5 1251 ± 182 
0.15 0.15 0 30 ± 9 1366 ± 79 
0.05 0.05 0 14±2.4 ZFC + 15 hours delay 2878 ± 168 
0.1 0.1 0. 14.3 ± 6.2 1009 ± 130 
0.15 0.15 0 28.1 ± 8.5 1261 ± 103 
0.05 0.05 0 11.8 ± 1.9 FC 3178 ± 173 
0.1 0.1 0 9.9 ± 4.3 1109 ± 180 
0.150-150 19.8 ± 4 1305 ± 99 
0.05 0.05 0 9.5 ± 1.4 NFA 5465 ± 308 
0.1 0.1 0 7.8 12.8 1673 ± 186 
0.15 0.15 0 21 ± 5.5 1312 ± 101 
Table(4.2) shows the values for B2  obtained from the fitting procedure described 
i15ection(4.5.1).B2 isin units of 0.01 r.l.uforq and the error bars do not include.  
-. 	an estimate of the systematic , 
 errors present. FC denotes the field cooled state; 
ZFC zero field cooled state and NFA, no field applied. 	
' 
4.5.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
Diffuse scattering measurements were made for a single crystal of lead magniobate 
with a fixed temperature in the range 16K to 620K. Wavevector scans made along the 
[110] crystallographic directions in the (00 1) plane showed intense streaks of diffuse 
scattering that extended from the Bragg reflection to the Brillouin zone centre. 
Further measurements in the (011) plane showed that the x-ray scattering along the 
1110] type directions was negligible. The calculated 96 domain wall structure factors 
for the (00 1) and (Oil) planes were shown to be in qualitative agreement with the 
experimental data. 
Application of an electric field of 10 KV/cm decreased the intensity of the scattered 
x-ray distribution, and this was attributed to the reorientation of domains that were 
unfavourably aligned with the applied electric field. A high resolution diffraction 
study did not resolve a splitting of the cubic phase Bragg reflections due to the 
formation of tetragonal domains at the lowest sample temperature. This suggested 
that an upper bound of 1.0017+(5) may be placed on the tetragonal c/a ratio. It is 
concluded that the experimental measurements and predictions obtained from the 
domain wall model are in qualitative agreement for the low temperature phase. 
Detailed measurements were made of the temperature dependence of the scattered 
x-ray distribution for temperatures up to 620K. The intensity and wavevector 
dependences of the scattered x-ray distributions along the [110] crystallographic 
directions were. to within experimental error, temperature independent below the 
temperature were the permittivity maximum occurs. Above T  the scattering intensity 
was found to decrease markedly with increasing temperature, but did not become 
negligible until the temperature reached was close to where a deviation from the 
normal Curie-Weiss law for the 'permittivity has been observed. This sugestecl that a 
fraction of the ferroelectric domains in the low temperature phase persisted above the 
permittivity anomaly. It is concluded that the results are consistent with the existence 
of a phase that consists of many small ferroelectric domains. Low temperature 
ferromagnetic phases with qualitatively similar structure are observed in systems where 
random field effects are important. 
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4.6 Further Work 
Detailed measurements of the diffuse scattering should be made to determine the 
atomic displacements. The atomic displacements are related to the intensity of the 
sacitered x-ray distribution by the structure factor, equations (4.7) and (4. 10). Cowley 
(1986) has suggested that to accurately determine quantitative information from x-ray 
scattering experiments the instrumental resolution should be convoluted with the 
model structure factor before the experimental data is fitted by the method of least 
squares. The resolution function can be calculated accurately only when silicon or 
germanium i are used as a monochroma(or and analyser crytsal. Further measurements 
of the scattered x-ray distribution should be performed with either of these elements as 
monochromator and analyser. 
It would be useful to extend measurements of the Bragg reflections and diffuse 
scattering to higher electric fields in order to obtain a mono-domain sample. The 
diffuse scattering should be completely suppressed ., and it may be possible to measure 
the cubic phase Bragg peak splitting and accurately determine the c/a ratio. This 
should be feasible, because the failure to attain electric fields higher than 10 Ky/cm 
was due to a breakdown in the electrical insulation of the cryosat and not because of 
physical processes in the crystal. 
It is of interest to investigate further the origin(s) of the superlattice reflections 
measured at the Brillouin zone centre in the (Oil) plane and the streaks of diffuse 
scattering along the [211] crystallographic directions. At present their origin is not 
understood, however the existence of an experimental systematic error cannot be 
completely ruled out. 
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Appendix 1 
The intensity recorded in a neutron scattering experiment, 1(t), does not give 
directly. Several corrections and mathematical manipulations must be ap-
plied and each is discussed briefly below. 
1(t) measured in a scattering experiment is given by the convolution of the 
sample cross section with an instrumental resolution function. To proceed one 
normally assumes a model for S(Q, ) and the convolution of this with the known 
resolution function is fitted to the data using the method of least squares. The 
details of the method are specific to the experimental situation and are therefore 
given more fully in the relevant section of each chapter. Let us ignore thq 
resolution correction for the moment. The results from an experiment are still 
in the form of counts against some variable angle,wavevector or frequency. We 
shall now consider the relationship between and 1(t) for the experimental dOde 
arrangements considered in this thesis. 
The triple axis x-ray spectrometer considered in chapter 4 has fixed monochro-
mator and analyser angles so that provided the crystals are large enough to 
accept all the beam the solid angle and energy decrement remain constant. Con-
sequently 1(t) is proportional to . Because of the high flux of the incident dnde 
x-ray beam, fluctuations are negligible and it is not necessary to normalise each 
point against the incident beam monitor. 
In the case of the triple crystal neutron spectrometer, considered in chapter 3, 
the monochromator angle is fixed and the analyser angle varies in order to select 
neutrons of a particular final wavelength. If the collimation of the spectrometer 
is unchanged then it follows from equations (1) and (2) 
-.- 	
( 1) - 
2kin9A = r 
	
( 2) 
that the observed intensity d2dfld8A  is related to the measured 1(t) by equation 
(3). 
d2 c 
1(t) = k, COtOAd - 	 (3) 
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